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ABSTRACT
Two of every three students in the classroom today are affected by at least one adverse childhood
experience (ACE; Perfect et al., 2016). Recently, researchers have used a neurodevelopmental
approach to try to categorize and describe the connection between the neurological, cognitive,
and academic success of children with ACEs and may have discovered a unique connection to
math (Blodgett & Lanigan, 2018). The culmination of this research suggests that children who
experience ACEs develop a stress physiology (as evidenced by differences in brain volume and
cortisol levels) and this affects executive functioning. Because executive functioning, which is
undergirded by the structural development of the brain (De Bellis et al., 2016), is related to
mathematical academic achievement (Clark et al., 2010), children who have structural
differences due to ACEs are hypothesized to have unique challenges in math. This study
examined children drawn from an academic (rather than clinical) setting using behavioral
measures of executive functioning as well as math grades obtained from their schools. Results
suggest that for children drawn from a traditional academic setting, having been exposed to
ACEs does not predict significant differences in EF skills or in school performance in math.
Though the sample demonstrated a typical prevalence of exposure to ACEs, the maternal
education of the children in the sample (a proxy for SES) was distinctly high. The interaction of
these two aspects of this sample and their implications for the findings is discussed.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Statement of Problem
Statistically, two of every three students in the classroom today have been exposed to at
least one adverse childhood experience (ACE; Perfect et al., 2016); unfortunately, it is not
always easy to identify which students have been affected by ACEs. In adults, exposure to ACEs
has been shown to be predictive of many of the leading causes of death (Anda et al., 2006). A
recent review of the research found over 100 studies spanning 26 years showing that exposure to
trauma stemming from ACEs has detrimental impacts on cognitive, academic, and socialemotional-behavioral outcomes (Perfect et al., 2016). For instance, exposure to ACEs has been
shown to predict lower IQ scores, decreased working memory, impaired language/verbal ability,
increased attention difficulties, and lower standardized test scores (Perfect et al., 2016).
Additionally, ACEs were associated with externalizing symptoms such as disruptive behavior,
aggression, hyperactivity, and defiance, or internalizing symptoms such as anxiety, depression,
withdrawal and low self-esteem (Perfect et al., 2016).
Preventing these many long-term negative impacts may thus require identifying children
who have been exposed to ACEs and providing intervention support early on. However,
accurately identifying all students who may be affected is challenging for a number of reasons.
First, one of the most common ways that researchers have attempted to identify affected children
is to examine reports made to child protective services. However, this greatly underestimates the
size of this population, as it only captures instances where someone discovered and chose to
report an incident. Even with mandated reporting requirements in schools, where personnel
interacting with children may be most likely to observe the effects of ACEs, there is hesitation to
involve child protective services due to a lack confidence in the outcome (Markström & Münger,
2018). Not surprisingly, then, one study suggests that only approximately one tenth of actual
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incidents may be reported (Gilbert et al., 2009). Another common identification method centers
around detecting instances of neglect, which is defined as when “a caregiver has failed to
exercise a minimum degree of care” (Manly et al., 2013, p. 158). However, neglect is not a
binary factor; there is a gradient relationship involving the severity of neglect and other factors
such as neighborhood poverty (Manly et al., 2013), which hypothetically allows for the existence
of a group of children who may not meet the extremely low threshold of minimum degree of care
but who may still be affected. A further complication is that the age and temperament of the
child, duration and type of adverse event, as well as relational buffering all play a part in whether
exposure to ACEs will ultimately have negative effects on an individual child, making it difficult
to create a profile of a student who could be affected by ACEs (Anda et al., 2006; Grolnick et al.,
2009; Jimenez et al., 2016; Larkin et al., 2012, van der Kolk, 2003). Thus, even if one could get
an accurate list of children who had experienced ACEs, just identifying that a child had exposure
to ACEs would not adequately classify which children are likely adversely impacted by ACEs
and in need of intervention.
Much of the research which has successfully identified impacted children and examined
resulting effects from exposure to ACEs has been done using a clinical population. De Bellis
and colleagues have a robust and influential body of work detailing the neurodevelopmental
effects of trauma (De Bellis & Zisk, 2014) and the effects on cognitive skills (Beers & De Bellis,
2002; De Bellis et al., 2013; De Bellis & Zisk, 2014). By studying children in outpatient clinical
samples and those involved in forensic investigations, they have determined that children who
have been exposed to ACEs tend to demonstrate cognitive differences in inhibitory control,
cognitive flexibility (Beers & De Bellis, 2002) and working memory (De Bellis et al., 2013)
compared with peers who have not been exposed to ACEs. A systematic review of 83 research
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articles on youth (pre-kindergarten to grade 12) concludes that there is an undeniable impact of
trauma on school-related outcomes. However, the authors point out that, “noticeably absent from
the empirical literature were ecologically-valid studies conducted in the school context” (Perfect
et al., 2016, p. 38). Such work is likely necessary to understand the true academic impacts of
ACEs on the broader population of children.
Studying ACEs in an ecologically valid school context is difficult, however, as it is not
immediately obvious what type of screener for ACEs exposure could be effectively implemented
in a school-based setting. One detailed screener of ACEs was developed particularly for use in a
school-based mental health facility (Pataky et al., 2019). But implementation of this approach
required school counselors to gain children’s consent, explain mandated reporting laws, and
carry out a clinical interview for each child. Clearly, the application of this model to a typical
school system that does not have an embedded mental health facility would have extreme
limitations, including a lack of clinical staff to do interviews, complications of gaining consent
from guardians and students, a lack of services to provide for students who are identified as
needing a mental health referral, and privacy/confidentiality issues. School-based efforts may
thus be better carried out using an aggregate level only score for ACEs, which would provide a
total number of adversity categories without any details of the types of experiences to which a
student has been exposed (Thakur et al., 2020).
In addition to the difficulty of even collecting information about ACEs in schools,
another reason for the lack of school-based ACEs research may be that researchers who are
interested in trauma may see academic outcomes as secondary to issues such as post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD) or other psychopathology that may result from exposure to ACEs. While
these negative mental health outcomes are certainly worthy of much attention, academic
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outcomes can also have lifelong detrimental effects. For example, one study demonstrated that
males with >2 ACEs and females with even just 1 ACE were less likely to graduate from high
school (Giovanelli et al., 2020); another study revealed a direct connection between ACEs and
high school dropout (Morrow & Villodas, 2018). This is problematic because high school
dropout is associated with decreases in income-to-poverty ratio, earned income and weeks
worked (Campbell, 2015). Further, these types of detrimental impacts may be multigenerational, as it is widely known that academic achievement is closely tied to socio-economic
status (SES; Sirin, 2005). Students whose academic success is affected by ACEs may grow up to
have lower SES (Romano et al., 2015), which may then increase the likelihood that their own
children will be exposed to ACEs (Noble et al., 2005).
Within the realm of academic success, research suggests that one particular area of
concern may be success in mathematics. Several studies have identified specific connections
between exposure to ACEs and negative impact on standardized tests of mathematics skills. In
one study, children recruited through the department of social services performed more poorly on
the math subtest of the Woodcock-Johnson Tests of Academic Achievement compared to
matched controls recruited from schools and pediatric clinics (De Bellis et al., 2009). Another
study demonstrated that children identified as maltreated based on social service records scored
lower than non-maltreated peers on the math subtest of the Iowa Test of Basic Skills (Eckenrode
et al., 1993). Finally, children who had been reported to child welfare services scored lower on
the math subtest of Woodcock-McGrew-Werder Mini-Battery of Achievement compared to a
nationwide group of peers (Crozier & Barth, 2005). These deficits in mathematics performance
are problematic because success vs. failure to learn math is known to have important
implications for students’ career opportunities. Research has shown that success in early math
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basics, such as fractions and division skills, predicts success in algebra (Booth & Newton, 2012;
Chen, 2011; Siegler et al., 2012), which is widely established as essential for access to advanced
level math courses or even a pathway to college admittance (U.S. Department of Education,
2008).
One of the main reasons why exposure to ACEs is particularly detrimental to
mathematics learning may center around the fact that executive functioning (EF) skills are
particularly impacted by ACEs. EF skills are thought to be essential for the development of
mathematics skills. For example, attention problems at age 6 have been found to predict
academic achievement in math at age 17 (Breslau et al., 2009). One longitudinal study
demonstrated that EF skills at age 4 were related to performance on standardized mathematics
achievement tests at age 6, even after controlling for socioeconomic status (SES), IQ, and
concurrent reading achievement (Clark et al., 2010). Similarly, children’s EF skills when they
are in kindergarten have also been found to mediate the effects of race and SES on their math
achievement in first grade (Nesbitt et al., 2013). Unfortunately, these essential EF skills are
often demonstrated to be lacking in children who have had exposure to ACEs (DePrince et al.,
2009; Manly et al., 2013; Vogel & Schwabe, 2016). The overarching theory is that children who
experience ACEs develop a particular type of stress physiology, evidenced by differences in
brain volume and cortisol levels (De Bellis et al., 2016; De Bellis & Zisk, 2014). This stress
physiology leads to deficits in EF skills (Blair et al., 2005) which are distinctively tied to math
achievement (Nesbitt et al., 2013). Thus, because EF, which is undergirded by the structural
development of the brain (De Bellis et al., 2016), is related to mathematical academic
achievement (Clark et al., 2010), children who have structural differences due to ACEs could
have unique challenges in math.
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Figure 1.1 Hypothesized Model of ACEs Effect on Math Outcomes
The current research will extend the literature by exploring the impact of ACEs on
children’s mathematics performance in the classroom and examining how this relationship might
be mediated by individual differences in students’ EF skills (see Figure 1.1). In Chapter 2, I first
review the extant literature on ACEs and how they are measured. Using a neurodevelopmental
framework, I then describe what is known about the effects of ACEs on EF. Finally, I review the
literature demonstrating a connection between EF and mathematics, with a particular focus on
classroom performance.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to examine negative impacts on mathematics classroom
performance for students who have been exposed to ACEs. It will also explore the role of
Executive Functioning (EF) skills as a potential mediator of any relationship between ACEs and
mathematics classroom outcomes. These relations will be examined using parent-reports of their
children’s exposure to ACEs, behavioral measures of students’ EF skills, and school-reported
grades earned by the students in their math classrooms.
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Research Questions
Increased exposure to different types of ACEs may impact mathematics outcomes; the
hypothesized mechanism is that ACEs negatively affect EF, which influences math ability. To
test this model (see Figure 1.1), I will examine the following research questions:
1.

Does exposure to ACEs predict individual differences in students’ EF skills?
a. Do students who have been exposed to more ACEs demonstrate lower composite
or individual EF skills?

2.

Do individual differences in composite or individual EF skills predict math outcomes?
a. Do students that demonstrate higher EF skills earn better grades in their
mathematics classes?

3.

Does exposure to ACEs predict math outcomes?
a. Do students who have been exposed to more ACEs earn lower grades in their
mathematics classes?
Definition of Key Terms

Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs): This term is used to indicate the extent of childhood
emotional, physical, or sexual abuse, and household dysfunction (Felitti et al., 1998). The Felitti
et. al (1998) seminal work established a questionnaire that includes seven categories of adverse
experiences presented through ten questions to indicate an ACEs score which ranges 0-10 (Felitti
et al., 1998).
Cognitive Flexibility: A cognitive ability structurally associated with the prefrontal cortex, which
indicates persistence to surmount a mentally challenging task through the application of effort
(Teubner-Rhodes et al., 2017).
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Executive Functioning: Executive function is a domain general set of neurocognitive skills that
reflects top-down coordination of self-regulated, goal-directed, social and cognitively competent
behavior (Blair et al., 2010; Cirino et al., 2018; Zelazo, 2020).
Inhibition: Inhibition is a core facet of executive functioning which describes the suppression of
prepotent responses (Miyake et al., 2000).
Working Memory: Working memory is a system required to maintain concepts in mind while
performing tasks involving complex reasoning, comprehension and learning (Baddeley, 2010).
Baddeley and Hitch (2010) have identified three components of working memory, the central
executive, phonological loop, and the visual spatial sketchpad (Baddeley, 2010).
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction
A significant number of students in K-12 classrooms are affected by adverse childhood
experiences (ACEs). For example, in a study of 6,483 adolescent-parent pairs, 61.8% of
adolescents experienced one or more adverse events, such as interpersonal violence, accidents,
injuries, witnessing of traumatic events or other potentially traumatic experiences (McLaughlin
et al., 2013). After Anda and colleagues brought to light ACEs’ predictive relationship of many
leading causes of death in adults (Anda et al., 2006), researchers began focusing on ACEs’
effects on brain development and functional cognitive skills. This body of research revealed a
number of differences between individuals who had vs. had not experienced ACEs during
periods of structural brain development, such as differences in overall brain volume,
hippocampal and amygdala size, EEG abnormalities and stress-mediated effects on hormone and
neurotransmitter levels (Teicher, & Samson, 2016, for a review). Researchers then began to link
the functional cognitive correlates of these structural differences (Bunge & Zelazo, 2006;
Woolgar et al., 2015; Zelazo, 2020; Zelazo et al., 2003), eventually leading to
neurodevelopmental-based models of executive functioning (EF; e.g., Smith et al., 2017; Zelazo,
2020). These neurodevelopmental models, such as Zelazo’s model in figure 2.1, relate
individuals’ structural brain development to their executive functioning (Zelazo, 2020).
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Figure 2.1 Zelazo’s Neurodevelopmental Model. Note. From Zelazo (2020). Copyright 2020 by
Annual Reviews.
Since EF skills are considered to be the foundation for self-regulated, goal-directed, socially-,
and cognitively competent behavior (Blair 2010; Cirino 2018; Zelazo, 2020), individuals with
deficits in EF are presumed to have resulting deficits in these areas. Indeed, research involving
children with ACEs has revealed that the type, onset, cumulation, and duration of these
developmental interruptions can have a profound effect on the structural brain development and
cognitive skills of the individual. Even more narrowly, this cognitive interruption may affect the
development of math skills via poorer EF development. In the following sections I review the
literature describing the definition and measurement of ACEs, what is known about how ACEs
affects EF, and how poor development of EF skills may affect math skills, with a particular focus
on classroom performance.
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Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs)
Defining ACEs
The term adverse childhood experiences (ACEs) is used to indicate the extent of
emotional, physical, or sexual abuse, as well as household dysfunction experienced in childhood
(Felitti et al., 1998). Felitti and colleagues’ (1998) seminal work established a questionnaire that
includes seven categories of adverse experiences presented in a series of ten questions; this
results in an overall ACEs score ranging from 0-10 (Felitti et al., 1998). The impact of ACEs has
been studied in multiple disciplines using various outcome measures (e.g, van der Kolk, 2003;
Blodgett & Lanigan, 2018; Dube et al., 2001; Giovanelli et al., 2020; McLaughlin et al., 2014;
Merians et al., 2019; Treat et al., 2019); the consensus is that ACEs have a profound impact on
an individual from prenatal development to death, and that the types of adversity experienced are
additive in nature (Anda et al., 2006). Over the last twenty years, ACEs have been identified as a
primary factor in adult morbidity (Anda et al., 2006; Dube et al., 2003; Felitti et al., 1998; Larkin
et al., 2012). In 1998, this small group of researchers brought this construct into focus as a
critical area of research with a groundbreaking study describing ACEs as the underlying factor,
through a graded relationship, to ischemic heart disease, cancer, chronic lung disease, skeletal
fractures, and liver disease (Anda et al., 2006; Felitti et al., 1998; See Figure 2.2).
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Figure 2.2 Mechanism by which Adverse Childhood Experiences Influence Health and Wellbeing Throughout the Lifespan. Diagram developed by the CDC, in partnership with Kaiser
Permanente, based on the original ACEs study. Taken from
https://www.cdc.gov/violenceprevention/aces/about.html
Since that time, researchers have added affective disturbances, somatic disturbances,
substance use and abuse, sexual dissatisfaction, and impaired childhood memory to the list of
effects of ACEs (Anda et al., 2006). A key element of these findings was that exposure to one
category of adverse childhood experience increased the probability of an individual having been
exposed to at least one other category of adversity. This pattern indicates that studying the
cumulative spectrum of adversity is crucial to understanding the multiplicative effects on
children (Felitti et al., 1998). The ACEs score captures this cumulative effect of maltreatment
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through the effect on the neurodevelopment of the brain, which is the root of the epidemiological
impact (Anda et al., 2010).
Approaches to Measuring ACEs
In the extant research about the impacts of ACEs on other aspects of an individual’s life,
there have been two predominant methods for measuring ACEs: Cumulative risk vs. typological
approaches. The cumulative risk approach encompasses different types of adversity and their
collective impact as different types of adversity are likely co-occurring (Finkelhor et al., 2007).
One problem with this approach is that it assumes each type of experience is equal to the others;
the typology approach aims to surmount this problem by identifying impacts of particular types
of adversity compared with others (McLaughlin et al., 2014). In particular, sexual abuse has been
found to have unique effects compared to other types of adversity, such as the death of a parent
(Gervasio et al., 2020). Below, I contrast the different contributions of each of these approaches
and review research comparing the merits of the two measurement strategies.
Cumulative Risk Method of Measuring ACEs
Anda and colleagues’ original work emphasized the multiplicative impact of ACEs
(Anda et al., 2010). This work demonstrated that having experienced a greater number of types
of ACEs predicted higher instances of various physical health issues, such as heart disease and
cancer (Felitti et al., 1998). Other work demonstrated ACEs’ connection with cognitive abilities.
For example, the number of types of traumas experienced has a predictive relationship with IQ
scores (Saltzman et al., 2006), while De Bellis and colleagues found that cumulative ACEs were
negatively correlated with academic achievement (De Bellis et al., 2013). Henry and colleagues
found that children exposed prenatally to alcohol and postnatal trauma (i.e., two types of trauma)
performed more poorly on attention tasks compared to those who only experienced only
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postnatal trauma (i.e., one type of trauma; Henry et al., 2007). The cumulative risk approach
offers an easy way to interpret ACEs for parents and teachers: the more different types of
adversity experienced, the greater the impact on various outcome measures.
Typological Method of Measuring ACEs
Other researchers have focused on a typological approach, arguing that different types of
adversity are not equal and should not be given the same weight such as that afforded by the
cumulative approach (De Bellis et al., 2013; Gervasio et al., 2020; Noble et al., 2007). One
particular type of adversity singled out by many researchers is low socioeconomic status (SES);
this has been a primary focus for ACEs researchers because the prolonged developmental time
frame of executive functioning creates developmental vulnerabilities when paired with the
constant shortage of resources for children who experience low SES (Noble et al., 2007).
Consistent with this assertion, research has demonstrated that SES is related to individual
differences in neurocognitive processes such as language, visuospatial processing, memory,
working memory, cognitive control, and reward processing (Noble et al., 2007).
Due to the unique physical and emotional nature of the trauma, sexual abuse has also
been examined as a unique subtype of ACEs. Some studies have demonstrated that individuals
who have experienced sexual abuse tend to have lower EF scores (Barrera et al., 2013; De Bellis
et al., 2013; Gervasio et al., 2020; Kavanaugh et al., 2017; Nikulina & Widom, 2013). However,
this body of literature is filled with conflicting and complex outcomes. For example, Dunn and
colleagues found that, overall, there was no association between experiencing sexual abuse and
deficits in adult memory performance; however, when the timing of the abusive experience was
taken into account, individuals abused as adolescents had worse number recall while individuals
exposed to abuse during early childhood (ages 3-5) had better number recall than non-abused
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respondents (Dunn et al., 2016). In contrast, another study of children ages 6-17 revealed that
more severe sexual abuse was associated with poorer language and memory domains even after
controlling for other forms of maltreatment (De Bellis et al., 2013).
Comparing Measurement of ACEs: Cumulative vs. Typological Impact
Whereas cumulative risk is necessarily measured by summing the number of different
types of adversity experienced (Felitti et al., 1998) typological measurement of ACEs usually
involves identifying clusters such as is done in latent class analysis (LCA), in which naturally
occurring clusters of individuals with similar patterns of ACEs exposure are identified (Merians
et al., 2019). The relative benefits of these two approaches can be quantified by several factors,
including the amount of variance explained, the characterization of severity of experiences and
the summation of the adversities (i.e., finding 3 clusters in the LCA approach versus 4 different
types of trauma in the cumulative approach; Schilling et al., 2016).
Research comparing the two types of analyses reveals very small differences in these
outcomes. One study of college students found that LCA and cumulative risk analysis explained
a similar amount of variance across a variety of outcomes, including measures of mental health,
physical health, alcohol consequences and academic performance (Merians et al., 2019).
Another study comparing the typological model to the cumulative model found three
maltreatment clusters in their LCA, which explained only slightly more variance in
psychological distress compared to the cumulative risk analysis (Schilling et al., 2016). While
the same variance was explained, Schilling and colleagues did note that the two approaches
differed in their characterization of severity of maltreatment. For example, participants who had
experienced fewer types of adversity were categorized into a ‘low ACEs’ group via the
cumulative risk approach, whereas based on the severity of the specific type or types of
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maltreatment they experienced, the same individual may have been categorized in the most
severe ACEs cluster via the typological approach (Schilling et al., 2016). These characterization
differences could lead to different communication of results, but this risk seems minimal when
the conclusions are similar in most other ways. In another large study (N=13,035 adults) aimed
at determining the best way to predict the effects of childhood physical abuse, the cluster model
explained a higher proportion of variance compared to the cumulative model, but the magnitude
difference was only “modest” and the authors still recommended the cumulative model for a
first-stage screening tool (Fuller-Thomson & Sawyer, 2014).
Thus, as there are minimal differences in the predictive ability of the two approaches,
these studies collectively indicate that if the purpose of the data collection is to identify children
who are likely to be suffering the effects of ACEs, the cumulative risk method is easier to
administer and yields findings that are both robust enough to detect those who need help, and
less complicated for educators and parents to interpret. Another potential added benefit of
measuring cumulative risk is that mandated reporting laws apply as soon as schools ask for
specific typology-level information, therefore respondents may be less likely to be honest about
reporting their child’s experiences. Using a cumulative risk score would allow parents to provide
information that can help schools identify their child’s academic risk via a less threatening
screening process.
The present study seeks to examine the effects of ACEs in the classroom setting. This
work would be foundational to potential screening processes which would identify children who
are likely to struggle in the academic setting based on developmental interruptions they have
experienced due to ACEs. For this reason, I have selected an aggregate measurement of ACEs,
which does not include details but rather a cumulative number of types. This will provide enough
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information to relate current EF skills with exposure to adversity while minimizing the mandated
reporting concerns which might prevent parents from honestly revealing their child’s history of
adversity.
ACEs and EF

Figure 2.3 Hypothesized Model of ACEs Effects on Math Outcomes: ACEs to EF Pathway
The neurodevelopmental framework for measuring ACEs has also been extended to
research examining how the functional outcomes of ACEs are measured in EF. The following
review examines research which is rooted in a hierarchical view of brain organization as well as
the integrated functioning of neural systems. This multi-discipline approach provides empirical
support for the effects of ACEs on EF through objective measures of EF, third party observations
of EF, as well as evidence from structural EF correlates which provides further insight and
support for functional outcomes. In the following sections, I briefly review the components of EF
and the most widely accepted model of EF. I then discuss a neurodevelopmental perspective of
EF and how ACEs affects this development.
Overview of Executive Functioning (EF) and Widely Accepted EF Model
Over the past five decades, a vast literature has amassed examining a variety of
theoretical models to explain the workings of EF skills (Baddeley, 2000; Brock et al., 2009; Herd
et al., 2006; Miyake & Friedman, 2012; Teuber, 1972; Thayer et al., 2009; Wiebe et al., 2011;
Willoughby et al., 2011; Zelazo, 2020; Zelazo et al., 2016). Across these varied theories, a
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common research question focuses on whether there is indeed one EF factor versus correlated
but separate EF skills. To answer this question, much of the model-focused research attempts to
surmount the task impurity problem, which is the term used to encompass the overlap between
EF skills—as well as non-EF skills which may be employed when an individual completes an EF
measurement task—and the resulting confounds created by this overlap (Friedman & Miyake,
2017; Goldstein & Naglieri, 2011; Miyake et al., 2000; Miyake & Friedman, 2012; Wiebe et al.,
2011; Zelazo et al., 2016). This overlap of EF (and non-EF) skills used to complete a single task
creates issues with construct validity when attempting to measure specific EF skills (Miyake et
al., 2000). To overcome this task impurity problem, researchers typically use a latent variable
approach, administering multiple tasks purported to target the same processing skill in order to
statistically isolate the common factor for each proposed skill (Miyake et al., 2000). Through this
work, a number of measurable skills that make up EF have been identified, albeit with some
disagreement such as the number of skills or how they should be labeled. However, most
scholars generally agree that inhibitory control, cognitive flexibility, and working memory are
the three measurable skills which make up EF (Blair, 2016; Miller et al., 2012; Miyake et al.,
2000; Miyake & Friedman, 2012; Wiebe et al., 2011).
Recent research has also investigated how these EF skills may manifest differently
depending on the situational context in which they are used; this work has led to the division of
EF into cool and hot components (Brock et al., 2009; Hongwanishkul et al., 2005; Kim et al.,
2013; Zelazo, 2020). Cool EF relates to processing that occurs in affectively neutral contexts,
while hot EF relates to processing that operates during motivationally and emotionally relevant
contexts (Zelazo et al., 2016). This line of research has demonstrated that it is cool EF that tends
to relate to academic outcomes; in contrast, hot EF is more related to behavioral outcomes
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(Brock et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2013; Zelazo, 2020). This distinction between cool and hot EF
may be particularly useful for understanding the impacts of ACEs on children’s development. As
the focus of this study is academic outcomes, which have been shown to be unrelated to hot EF
(Brock et al., 2009), the remainder of this review will be limited to cool EF skills. In the next
section, I review the individual components which make up cool EF skills.
Cool EF
Inhibitory control, cognitive flexibility, and working memory are the three attentionregulating skills related to intentional goal-directed behavior of cool EF (Zelazo et al., 2016).
These skills are related, but each contributes to performance on complex tasks (Miyake et al.,
2000). Inhibitory control has been shown to correlate perfectly with a common EF factor, while
unique variance can be identified for both working memory and cognitive flexibility (Miyake &
Friedman, 2012). This hints at the importance of inhibitory control, sometimes called cognitive
control, as having a foundational role on which working memory and cognitive flexibility rely (Ji
& Wang, 2018). However, cognitive flexibility and working memory are also crucial individual
components in EF.
Inhibitory Control
Inhibitory control suppresses attention and response to a distraction, impulse or learned
response (Zelazo et al., 2016). That is, inhibitory control is what allows an individual to maintain
attentional focus on one piece of information or situation even in the face of other competing
information or situations that could distract them. Its functioning correlates to the right lateral
and superior medial prefrontal cortex (PFC), bilateral inferior parietal lobules and right middle
and interior temporal cortex (Zelazo et al., 2016).
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Cognitive Flexibility
Cognitive flexibility involves shifting between newly presented information (i.e. tasks or
mental rule sets) and other information currently located in working memory (Miyake et al.,
2000; Zelazo et al., 2016). This skill involves thinking about an object or concept from multiple
perspectives (Zelazo, 2020). Like the others, cognitive flexibility is associated with areas in the
prefrontal cortex, in particular the lateral and dorsomedial prefrontal cortex as well as nonprefrontal regions such as the posterior parietal cortex, occipital cortex and the striatum
(Teubner-Rhodes et al., 2017).
Working Memory
Baddeley and Hitch’s initial model of working memory described a three-component
model with an attentional control system, called the central executive, aided by two short term
storage systems, the visuo-spatial sketch pad and the phonological loop (Hansen et al., 2003).
Later, the model was updated with a fourth component, called the episodic buffer, which holds
information in a multimodal code, allowing for combining information from subsidiary systems
as well as long term memory into a unitary representation (Baddeley, 2000; see Figure 2.4) .
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Figure 2.4 Baddeley and Hitch Model of Working Memory. From Baddeley (2000).
Where inhibitory control suppresses attention to distractors, working memory controls
attention for task-relevant information (Engle, 2002). Thus, higher ability in complex tasks is
related to greater ability to control attention, which can be measured by working memory
capacity (Engle, 2002). PFC circuits, particularly the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and the neural
circuits which pass through the PFC, are critical for working memory functions, which are seen
as the psychological core of the construct of general fluid intelligence (Kane et al., 2007).
One- vs. Multi-factor Models of EF
A diverse body of literature indicates that the answer to model fit questions (i.e., one
common factor versus multi-factor models) is somewhat dependent on the participant’s
developmental stage. For example, research with three-year-old children supports a single latent
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construct of EF (Wiebe et al., 2011), while a two-factor model using working memory and
inhibition was a better fit for a sample of three- to five-year-olds (Miller et al., 2012). The
literature around late elementary students predominantly suggests that all three EF skills included
in Miyake’s (2000) model are measurable as separate skills by preadolescence (Rose et al.,
2011). In particular, one study of children 8-13 years old yielded the three distinct skills
suggested by Miyake: inhibition, shifting (cognitive flexibility), and working memory (Lehto et
al., 2003).
While individual EF skills may all be measurable by late elementary school, the skills
develop at different rates. For example, in one study with children who are neurotypical, working
memory improved gradually and didn’t reach adult level performance before age 12, task
shifting costs continued to decrease until the age of 15, and inhibition improved rapidly until age
11 (Huizinga et al., 2006). In the college-aged population, Miyake and colleagues (2000)
adopted Teuber’s (1972) unity and diversity model (Miyake et al., 2000; Teuber, 1972). This
model proports that some EF skills are highly correlated, suggesting one underlying factor;
however, other skills account for unique variance not accounted for by the latent or common
factor (Friedman & Miyake, 2017; Miyake & Friedman, 2012; Rose et al., 2011). This
phenomenon is evident as early as late elementary school, when Lehto and colleagues (2003)
described EF skills as “simultaneously uniform and diverse” (Lehto et al., 2003, p. 75). In sum,
the developmental age of the participant is a key factor when adopting a theoretical model of
executive functioning. In general, after early preschool development, and certainly by late
elementary school, individual EF skills of inhibition, cognitive flexibility, and working memory
are individually measurable and their contributions to cognitive functioning are considered to be
simultaneously unified and diverse.
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ACEs and the Structural and Functional Impact on Neurodevelopment of EF
The fully developed brain is a hierarchically organized and integrated set of networks and
systems (Perry, 2009). The brain develops in a sequential pattern from the bottom up, with the
simplest part of the brain—that which mediates basic, automatic regulatory functions such as
heart rate and blood pressure—developing first during the prenatal period (Perry, 2009). Brain
development continues postnatally, integrating neural architecture with more and more complex
and controlled systems higher in the brain through age 30 (Perry, 2009). Not surprisingly,
neuroimaging demonstrates that within the prefrontal cortex (PFC), typical functioning is also
organized in a hierarchical manner with the anterior (frontal) regions activating first and passing
signals to the posterior (rear) regions based on the type of control signal: sensory, context or
episodic (Badre & D’Esposito, 2007). This brain development culminates in a system which
integrates automated responses from the lower earlier developed regions (automatic) with
higher-order (controlled) reflective thinking and stored representation from previous experiences
to evaluate current context and goals (Cunningham & Zelazo, 2007). Blair (2016) explains that
this integration is essentially measured by components of executive functioning: “the ability to
hold information in working memory, to inhibit fast and unthinking responses to stimulation, and
to flexibly shift the focus of one’s mental frame, is more or less the foundation for the
intentional, volitional self-directed control of behavior” (Blair, 2016, p. 1). When ACEs occur,
interruptions happen in brain development (De Bellis et al., 2016; De Bellis & Zisk, 2014; Perry,
2001). As a result, these lower foundational systems may not be organized in a manner which
allows for the typical hierarchical development of the brain systems (Zelazo, 2020). When this
hierarchical brain development is impaired, one possible structural component of the brain that
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could be impacted is the PFC, which is the central neural correlate for the cool EF skills that are
necessary for self-regulated, volitional, and intentional functioning (Zelazo, 2020).
As described in a previous section, the three EF processes of inhibition, cognitive
flexibility and working memory work both together and separately (Teuber, 1972). For example,
working memory is dependent on both the ability to inhibit and suppress non-task relevant
information (inhibitory control) and to update and switch attention to new relevant information
(cognitive flexibility; Engle, 2002). Structurally, all three processes are centralized in the PFC,
with connections from lower areas of the brain contributing to the processing of EF (Zelazo,
2020). Each interruption caused by adverse events will have unique impacts on the integration of
the neurobiological systems, which will manifest in functioning differences in the various
components of EF (Cicchetti et al., 2001; De Bellis et al., 2002; De Bellis & Zisk, 2014).
The hierarchical nature of the brain more generally, and the PFC more specifically, can
be affected by a number of factors, including repeated activation of the stress response system,
limitations of the neurobiological structural development caused by stress hormones, and
sensitization of individual brain regions due to repeated activation (Teicher et al., 2002). When
ACEs occur, developmental interruptions to critical brain integration can be observed in the
structural development of the brain. For example, children who have been exposed to ACEs
often experience early, excessive activation of the stress response systems. These children have
subsequently been shown to have higher levels of released cortisol and catecholamine, which
suppress PFC cell firing; this decreased PFC activity may then impair working memory function
(Robbins & Arnsten, 2009). Supporting this conjecture, one study demonstrated that children
experiencing poverty had higher salivary cortisol levels compared with children in higherincome families; these higher cortisol levels were further associated with reduced executive
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functioning compared to children not experiencing poverty (Blair et al., 2011). In another study,
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) revealed that the volume of the left hippocampus, which
houses receptors that inhibit this high-stress cortisol response, was 12% smaller in adults who
had experienced physical/sexual abuse as children compared with adults who had not
experienced these adversities; this finding holds even when controlling for substance abuse, age,
education, depression, height and weight (Bremner et al., 1997). Functional outcomes of memory
testing of these participants revealed deficits in short-term verbal memory for immediate and
delayed recall as well as percent retention (Bremner et al., 1997). Structural development of
lower, automatic areas of the brain which feed information into the higher, controlled structures
of the brain can also be affected by ACEs. For instance, individuals aged 17-69 years who
experienced physical and sexual abuse as children were found to experience more harmful
symptoms compared with non-maltreated counterparts on a Limbic System Checklist measuring
somatic, sensory, behavioral and memory difficulties (Teicher et al., 1993).
In sum, evidence from these neurodevelopmental studies indicates that there are a
number of structural differences in brain development that are related to functional outcomes as
measured by EF skills. Much of this work has been demonstrated using clinical populations
(Blair et al., 2011; Bremner et al., 1997) or adult retrospective studies (Teicher et al., 1993). Less
work has been done in the classroom setting or using school-aged populations (Perfect et al.,
2016).
Impact of ACEs on Individual Components of EF
The extant literature includes many studies which have examined the impact of ACEs on
a common EF factor (Beers & De Bellis, 2002; Carrera et al., 2019; De Bellis et al., 2011;
DePrince et al., 2009, Gervasio et al., 2020; Kavanaugh et al., 2017). Within the context of
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studying the effects of ACEs on the common EF factor, some researchers have also examined
how neurodevelopmental interruptions lead to disruptions in development of individual
components of EF (inhibitory control, cognitive flexibility and working memory).
ACEs and Inhibitory Control
Children who have experienced a caregiver disruption (such as foster care placement)
may have difficulty with transfer of external set of rules to internal self-control. For example, in
a study of maltreated foster children compared to non-maltreated children from their community,
there was a significant negative correlation between maltreatment and foster placement with
performance on a modified Stroop task and the Day/Night task, as well as caregiver reports of
inhibitory control (Pears et al., 2010). Indeed, research suggests that the relationship between
exposure to positive parenting and stronger EF outcomes is at least partially mediated by cortisol
levels (Blair et al., 2011). Thus, children who have a stable caregiver environment which
provides external control may be more likely to have a healthy stress physiology, which, in turn,
supports the internalizing of inhibitory control. In a study of children who had experienced at
least one foster care placement prior to adoption compared to children who had never been
placed in foster or adoptive care, there was a significant difference in inhibitory control abilities
on the Day/Night measure (Lewis et al., 2007).
Researchers who examine poverty have also described neurodevelopmental interruptions
that affect inhibitory control (Lambert et al., 2017). Giuliano and colleagues (2018) found that
children who come from lower-SES families may have deficits in suppressing distracting
information while completing cognitive tasks; they attribute this outcome to the fact that
repeated activation of the stress response—and therefore constant higher cortisol levels over long
periods of time—leads to lower activation of the sympathetic nervous system (SNS) which, if
activated, would inhibit distractor information (Giuliano et al., 2018).
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Others have examined children who meet the criteria for posttraumatic stress disorder
(PTSD) to determine how this may be associated with individual differences in inhibitory
control. In a small study of children with maltreatment-related PTSD compared to a
sociodemographically similar control group, the PTSD group performed more poorly on two
measures of inhibitory control: the Stroop Color Word Test and Interference Test (Beers & De
Bellis, 2002). Additional MRI research indicates impairments to brain development in
adolescents with PTSD; Adolescents with PTSD were found to have smaller intracranial,
cerebral and prefrontal cortices, reduced prefrontal cortical white matter and right temporal lobe
volumes, and decreased areas of their corpus callosum and its subregions compared to those
without PTSD (De Bellis et al., 2002). Any of these deficiencies may interfere with normal
development of inhibitory control.
ACEs and Cognitive Flexibility
The literature reflects an unclear relationship between ACEs and cognitive flexibility in
isolation. Few projects have been designed to examine the impact of ACEs specifically on
cognitive flexibility, and those that measure it as an individual component often report a weak
relationship. For example, Treat and colleagues examined relationships between parenting and
all three components of EF: inhibition, cognitive flexibility and working memory (Treat et al.,
2019). However, while working memory and inhibitory control were significantly inversely
correlated with harsh parenting (r = -.39, p < .001, r = -.33, p <.05), the relationship between
cognitive flexibility and parenting did not reach significance (r = -.29, p = < .10; Treat et al.,
2019). This difficulty in isolating relations with cognitive flexibility has sometimes led
researchers to rely instead on a bifactor model of EF. For example, in another study by Blair and
colleagues, the authors determined that the skills needed for individuals to complete the task
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measuring cognitive flexibility overlapped with those needed to complete the task measuring
inhibitory control. Therefore, they used a combined score of inhibitory control and cognitive
flexibility to describe “fluid cognition”, which they did indeed find to be significantly associated
with cortisol levels (a physiological indicator of stress; Blair et al., 2005).
ACEs and Working Memory
Working memory is uniquely affected by neurodevelopmental interruptions caused by
different types of ACEs. For example, children who experience ACEs are more likely to develop
PTSD which may increase the effects on working memory (De Bellis et al., 2013). De Bellis and
colleagues performed a comprehensive study examining the impact of maltreatment (ACEs) on
psychopathology (PTSD) and cognitive outcomes including working memory. In the study of
children ages 6 to 17 years old children these researchers examined three groups: those with
maltreatment, those with maltreatment + PTSD, and those with no maltreatment (De Bellis et al.,
2013). The two maltreatment groups performed significantly lower on all neurocognitive
assessments ( De Bellis et al., 2013). The only significant difference between the two
maltreatment groups was that the maltreatment group with PTSD performed significantly below
the maltreatment group without PTSD on the Rey-Osterrieth Complex Figure-Copy—a working
memory measure of visuoconstructive ability (De Bellis et al., 2013). Another small study by
Moradi and colleagues examined adolescents who met criteria for PTSD compared with those
who did not have any history of psychiatric problems and found that the adolescents with PTSD
scored lower on the Rivermead Behavior Memory Test (RBMT; Moradi et al., 1999) which
measures visual memory.
Research involving ACEs and brain development reveal memory-related structural
differences as well as structural integration differences. Animal studies suggest that
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communication between the hippocampus and the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) are crucial
for working memory (Churchwell & Kesner, 2011; Jin & Maren, 2015) with direct
communication coming from the hippocampus to the mPFC and indirect response returning
through other brain structures (Hyman et al., 2010; Jin & Maren, 2015). It is proposed that stress
affects working memory ability through the hippocampus and therefore the mPFC (Jin & Maren,
2015). Specific adverse events such as resource deprivation have also been linked to
hippocampal volume (Noble et al., 2012). Work examining the effects of SES on hippocampal
volume has demonstrated an inverse relationship between income-to-needs ratio and
hippocampal volume (Noble et al., 2012). The structural changes happen slowly over time and
may not be seen until the child’s development has progressed; consistent with this, De Bellis
(2002) reports no hippocampal differences in pediatric populations, suggesting that hippocampal
volume differences may be a result of cortisol and other stress related hormones affecting brain
development over time. Evidence demonstrating structural differences associated with
hemispheric specialization (Berrebi et al., 1988), including differences in the corpus callosum for
children with ACEs (De Bellis et al., 2002), further suggests that children with ACEs may have a
particular weakness with visuo-spatial abilities (associated with the visuo-spatial sketchpad)
which may require integration of both hemispheres, compared with memory stored in a language
based format (associated with the phonological loop; Navalta et al., 2021) .
Summary of ACEs and EF
As mentioned previously, the components of EF are both diverse and unified; not
surprisingly, the themes that emerge from the collective body of work examining differential
impacts of ACEs on these components are complicated and interdependent. It is thus important
to take into account the multiplicative effects of ACEs in evaluating findings on individual
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components of EF. It is also important to note that more work examining connections between
ACEs and EF has been done by clinicians than educators; this necessarily means that most
findings pertain directly to understanding impacts on neural development rather than to
understanding impacts on student performance (Perfect et al., 2016). This constitutes a critical
gap in the literature.
Impact of ACEs on Math Performance and Potential Mediation by EF Skills
There is a wealth of research, particularly with preschool age children, examining a
correlational relationship between executive functioning and mathematical achievement (Bull &
Scerif, 2001; Bull & Lee, 2014; Clark et al., 2010; Lee & Bull, 2015; Wolf & McCoy, 2019).
Many find a positive relationship between EF and mathematics. For instance, EF at age 4
predicts early math achievement at age 6, even when controlling for general cognitive ability and
reading achievement (Clark et al., 2010). The typically-accepted mechanism to explain such
effects of EF on mathematics performance is that updating (working memory) likely holds
information during problem solving, while inhibition helps to suppress prepotent responses,
which then allows cognitive flexibility for the individual to switch between operations (Bull &
Lee, 2014). In the following sections I briefly review the literature examining the connection
between EF skills and math performance. I then review the body of empirical work which
investigates the connection between ACEs and math performance.
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EF skills are Foundational to Math Performance

Figure 2.5 Hypothesized Model of ACEs Effect on Math Outcomes: EF to Math Pathway
Research examining EF and general mathematical ability supports the unity and diversity
model of EF (Bull & Scerif, 2001; Gilmore et al., 2013; Kroesbergen et al., 2009; St ClairThompson & Gathercole, 2006). The relationship between working memory and inhibitory
control are correlated and differentiated at varying stages of EF development (Bull & Scerif,
2001; Espy et al., 2001; St Clair-Thompson & Gathercole, 2006) and therefore have varying
predictive power in relationship to mathematical ability depending on age while cognitive
flexibility seems to contribute more as part of the common factor than independently. In the
following section I discuss the role of inhibitory control on mathematics performance, both alone
and in combination with working memory. I then review the sparse literature related to cognitive
flexibility, and finally discuss the subsystems of working memory--phonological loop and visual
spatial sketch pad--and the role they play in math performance.
Inhibitory Control: Unique and Combined Contributions to Math Performance
A review of the literature from a developmental perspective suggests that inhibitory
control is key to early numeracy but its contribution is correlated with that of working memory,
particularly in preschool and kindergarten (Gilmore et al., 2013; Van der Ven et al., 2012). The
prefrontal cortex, which is associated with EF, goes through rapid changes during the preschool
years (Espy et al., 2001; Klingberg, 2006; Zelazo et al., 2016). Early evidence of individual
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executive functioning skills such as inhibition has been captured as young as 30 months (Espy et
al., 2001), with inhibition skills prominently developed by age 4 (Diamond, 2009). Blair &
Razza’s work describes inhibition in preschool children as a unique contributor to academic
ability (Blair & Razza, 2007). Their study of 170 preschool children found that inhibitory
control—in comparison to attention shifting-- was independently related to all three measures of
academic ability (math, phonological processing and letter knowledge (Blair & Razza, 2007);
unfortunately, their study did not explicitly measure working memory and therefore could not
assess independent contributions of all three components.
Other researchers have worked to identify the specific ways in which each component of
EF uniquely predicts mathematical ability. One study examined the relationship between
inhibition and the dot comparison task (i.e., a measurement of early numeracy) which has a
known predictive relationship with mathematical achievement (Gilmore et al., 2013). The dot
comparison task has congruent trials (dot size and area reflect higher number of dots) and
incongruent trials (dot size and area contradict higher number of dots). These researchers
hypothesized that one of the factors that could influence success on the dot comparison task is an
individual’s ability to inhibit the irrelevant information, particularly during the incongruent trials.
Consistent with this hypothesis, the results demonstrated that children ages 4 to 11 who had
shorter response times during the incongruent trial (i.e., better inhibitory skills) scored higher on
the mathematical achievement measure (Gilmore et al., 2013). In a further attempt to distinguish
the unique contribution of inhibitory control vs. facility with the approximate number system
(measurement of which is confounded in the dot comparison task), the researchers conducted a
second experiment using a population of children who were born preterm vs. typically
developing controls. In this study these researchers examined the unique contribution of
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inhibitory control and dot comparison skills to predict variation in mathematical achievement
(Gilmore et al., 2013). The results reveled that inhibition explained unique variance in
mathematical achievement but dot comparison did not; this suggests that non-symbolic
numerical skills are likely related to inhibitory control rather than approximate number system
(Gilmore et al., 2013).
Some work examining connections between EF and mathematics emphasizes working
memory over the other two components. One study examined domain-specific skills of
subitizing and domain-general EF skills, comparing the predictive relationship of each on early
numeracy (measured by counting skills; Kroesbergen et al., 2009). Subitizing is the ability to
itemize groups of objects of less than three or four and overlaps in skill development with
counting (Piazza et al., 2002). When entered separately into the regression models, subitizing
explained 22% of the variance in counting skills whereas EF (updating(WM), inhibition, and
planning (cognitive flexibility)) accounted for 45% of the variance (Kroesbergen et al., 2009).
This work highlights the foundational role of EF skills in general mathematics.
Inhibitory control and working memory are highly correlated in preschool populations
(Espy et al., 2004), but they are more differentiated from each other in school age populations
(Bull & Scerif, 2001). In both age groups, research has shown that the combination of all three
EF skills (inhibitory control, cognitive flexibility, and working memory) accounted for a
significant portion of observed variance in mathematical performance (e.g., 52% for
preschoolers; Espy et al., 2004,vs. 62% for 6-8 year olds; Bull & Scerif, 2001). However, in
comparing the results of both studies it is evident that while in preschool, inhibitory control is
central to predicting mathematical skill (12% of unique variance after WM and cognitive
flexibility are removed) and highly correlated with working memory (Espy et al., 2004), for
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school aged children inhibitory control only accounted for 2% of unique variance and was not
correlated with working memory (Bull & Scerif, 2001). This distinction, which is reflected in
other studies as well (e.g., Gathercole & Pickering, 2000), highlights how working memory
becomes more central in mathematics as children develop (Espy et al., 2004). This body of work
suggests that, at least in typically-developing children, general mathematical performance
initially relies on inhibitory control during preschool and kindergarten years, before working
memory, which appears to be dependent on this inhibitory control foundation, becomes the key
predictor in school aged children (Espy et al., 2004).
Contributions of Cognitive Flexibility on Math Performance
When a child takes in attributes of an object they have difficulty thinking about that
object from two perspectives such as truck and blue object; researchers describe this as cognitive
flexibility sometimes also called shifting or task switching (Diamond et al., 2005). The first step
in cognitive flexibility is developing a representation of a rule in working memory and the
second step is shifting to a new rule (Yeniad et al., 2013). Within that definition are the
engagement of the other two components of EF. Separating cognitive flexibility from the
common EF factor to examine its relationship is difficult in practice and analysis (Bull & Lee,
2014; Kroesbergen et al., 2009). Children as young as 3 years can sort according to two options
of the same dimension (i.e., color) such as blue trucks from yellow trucks but have difficulty
when two attributes are integrated such as sorting blue trucks and stars from yellow trucks and
stars (Diamond et al., 2005). Developmental research suggests that major development and
stabilization of cognitive flexibility occurs between 7 to 10 years of age (Gupta et al., 2009); as
described above, this is much later than when working memory and inhibition develop into a
separate measurable skills. To evaluate cognitive flexibility, researchers compare participants’
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responses when an individual is repeating a task related to one dimension and then switch to a
new set of task rules. This is called switch cost, which can be measured by response time and
accuracy (Gupta et al., 2009). Delay between consecutive trials helps researchers distinguish
between issues caused by difficulty inhibiting previous rules compared to those caused by
difficulty with rule retrieval; both contribute to switching costs (Gupta et al., 2009). Thus,
cognitive flexibility is closely connected to inhibition, as the ability to inhibit information is
essential for the ability to evaluate and select a different rule set (Huizinga et al., 2006).
Cognitive flexibility is thought to be important for math performance because switching
between difference operations and strategies is central to mathematics problem solving. A
variety of research has been developed to explore the relationship between cognitive flexibility
and general mathematical ability (Clark et al., 2010; Stad et al., 2018; Yeniad et al., 2013);
however these findings do not enable a robust conclusion (Bull & Lee, 2014). One study
examined cognitive flexibility in isolation and found it to be a strong predictor of math
achievement in six and seven year old children (Stad et al., 2018). However, this study did not
measure working memory or inhibition to examine unique contribution of cognitive flexibility.
St. Clair-Thomas and Gathercole’s research on school based assessment of math achievement
also failed to isolate a cognitive flexibility factor within mathematical competencies (St ClairThompson & Gathercole, 2006); they speculate that this may reflect the known difference in EF
organization in children compared to adults (St Clair-Thompson & Gathercole, 2006).
In contrast to inhibitory control, the research seems to suggest that it is especially
difficult to isolate unique contributions of cognitive flexibility in general math performance. A
meta-analysis on the relationship between cognitive flexibility and children’s math and reading
performance in children highlights some of the particular issues precluding conclusive findings
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from this body of work: the heterogeneity of cognitive flexibility, differences in scoring,
variation in population, and inclusion vs. exclusion of controls for IQ (Yeniad et al., 2013). Their
results lead them to conclude that cognitive flexibility and intelligence contribute to math and
reading skills in a higher-order, domain-free contribution (Yeniad et al., 2013). Yeniad and
colleagues hypothesize that cognitive flexibility may have some domain-specific contributions as
mathematics becomes more complex, but conclude that the body of work to date has not
sufficiently isolated the impacts of cognitive flexibility from those of a common EF factor
(Yeniad et al., 2013).
Unique Contributions of Working Memory on Math Performance
In addition to the already described ways in which working memory influences
mathematics in combination with other EF components, there is an extensive body of research
supporting the unique relationship between working memory and math performance (Fuchs et
al., 2016; Holmes et al., 2008; Lee, 2018; Lee et al., 2004, 2012; Li & Geary, 2013). Much of the
work establishing a connection between working memory and mathematical performance uses
measures of verbal working memory or combined auditory and spatial working memory in order
to create one latent working memory variable (Fuchs et al., 2016; Lee et al., 2004; 2012).
However, examination of the subsystems of working memory provides useful clarity about how
working memory impacts mathematics performance.
In particular, researchers have sought to isolate differences between how information is
stored in the phonological loop (auditory and verbal information) vs. that stored in the visuospatial sketch pad (visual and spatial information) impact mathematics ability (Lee & Cho, 2019;
Szucs et al., 2013). One such study was conducted with children who met stringent criteria for
Developmental Dyscalculia (DD), a learning disability specific to mathematics (Szucs et al.,
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2013). In this study, children with DD demonstrated impaired visuo-spatial working memory
compared with matched controls, though there were no differences in verbal working memory
between groups (Szucs et al., 2013). Further work has attempted to examine whether these
observed deficits in visuo-spatial working memory are specifically associated with difficulties
with mathematics, or if they are evident in other types of learning difficulties as well. In
particular, it is critical to parse out the association with dyscalculia compared to that of dyslexia
(word reading and spelling skills below the mean of the population; Nielsen et al., 2016), which
is often comorbid with dyscalculia (Landerl & Moll, 2010). To that end, one study compared
different groups of children, including those who met the criteria for only dyslexia, those who
met criteria only for dyscalculia, and those who did not have a developmental delay (Maehler &
Schuchardt, 2016). In this study, children with dyscalculia were found to have difficulty with
their visuo-spatial sketch pad; in particular, indicators which measure the dynamic component of
the visuo-spatial sketch pad (e.g., Corsi Block Test) were impacted (Maehler & Schuchardt,
2016). In contrast, children with dyslexia were more likely to demonstrate difficulties with the
phonological loop (Maehler & Schuchardt, 2016). Thus, the impact on visuo-spatial working
memory appears to be associated with difficulties in mathematics in particular.
Functional imaging and longitudinal studies provide additional evidence for the
importance of visuo-spatial working memory for mathematics. fMRI studies link specific
weakness in neural activation in areas related to spatial working memory (right intraparietal
sulcus, the right insula and the right inferior frontal lobe) in children with DD (Rotzer et al.,
2009). Rykhlevskaia and colleagues (2009) reveal a neuroanatomical basis for DD and suggest
that DD may be characterized by multiple dysfunctional neural networks arising from working
memory deficits; this work also lends support for the interdependent and interrelated concept of
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brain development (Rykhlevskaia et al., 2009). One longitudinal study examined the
development of visuo-spatial working memory in typically-developing children between first and
fifth grades, finding that the rate of change in visuo-spatial memory from first to fifth grade
predicted the children’s mathematics achievement (Fanari et al., 2019). Other research has also
emphasized connections between the visuo-spatial sketch pad and mathematical development,
though there is ongoing debate as to whether it is both the visual and spatial components or one
more than the other that is impactful for mathematics (e.g., Passolunghi & Mammarella, 2010;
Fanari et al., 2019).
ACEs and Math Performance

Figure 2.6 Hypothesized Model of ACEs Effect on Math Outcomes: ACES to Math Pathway
It is relatively well-established that ACEs impact the development of EF (see metaanalysis; Op den Kelder et al., 2018) and that individual differences in EF impact mathematics
performance (Bull & Scerif, 2001; Bull et al., 2008; Cragg & Gilmore, 2014; Espy et al., 2004;
Van der Ven et al., 2012). Thus, it follows that ACEs should have an impact on mathematics
performance. To date, however, there are very few studies that have examined this hypothesis.
One such effort involved a secondary data analysis on data from a longitudinal study of children
from birth to kindergarten (Jimenez et al., 2016). As part of that study, kindergarten teachers
rated children’s math performance using a 5-point likert scale from “far below average” to “far
above average” at the end of kindergarten (Jimenez et al., 2016). Children who had experienced
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at least 1 ACE were rated by their teachers as having poorer math skills, compared with children
who had not experienced any ACEs (Jimenez et al., 2016).
Another group of researchers aimed to circumvent reporting issues and examined ACEs
using de-identified school records, with teachers reporting which students were not meeting
grade-level standards for math. In this sample, ACE exposure was associated with greater rates
of teacher reports of academic failure (Blodgett & Lanigan, 2018a). In one final study, children
completed a subtest of the Woodcock Johnson (WJ) test of achievement outcomes and parents
reported ACEs (Lipscomb et al., 2021). In this study, researchers found that a supplemental list
of ACEs which included such items as foster care placement, harassment, bullying, loss of a
parent through death, medical trauma and discrimination predicted math scores while the list of
ACEs based on the seminal study by Felitti (1998) did not predict WJ math scores.
To my knowledge, there are no studies which have directly examined the impact of ACEs
on children’s mathematics performance in their classrooms, nor how such a relationship might be
mediated by EF. The present study seeks to fill this gap by examining how ACEs affect
individual EF components in an academic population using a neurodevelopmental framework.
The Present Study
In the present study, I used objective, behavioral measures of each of the three
components of cool EF because these skills are related to affectively neutral contexts and have
been associated with academic outcomes (Brock et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2013; Zelazo, 2020).
Inhibitory Control will be measured usinga computerized Stroop task in which participants are
required to press a letter on the keyboard which corresponds with the first letter of the color to
identify the ink color of an incompatible or compatible word; this type of key press response has
been demonstrated as a valid method for measuring interference (MacLeod, 1991). For
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Cognitive Flexibility, I chose a task switching exercise that is very similar to the Number-letter
task used by Miyake and colleagues (Miyake et al., 2000). Working memory will be measured
using the Corsi block-tapping test, which measures visuo-spatial memory in particular, as it is the
visuo-spatial sketch pad and not the phonological loop that has been shown to be most relevant
to mathematics performance. In addition to scores on each of these measures, a composite EF
score will be computed.
As explained previously, late elementary school—in the United States, approximately
4th-5th grades—is when these three EF skills become measurable individually. Academically,
fourth grade is frequently a dividing point, particularly in reading and mathematics. By 4th
grade, students are expected to begin “reading to learn” and the education gap in reading
becomes evident (Chall & Jacobs, 2003). In mathematics, students typically learn about
fractions beginning in 3rd and 4th grade, and by 5th grade their grade-level skill in mathematics
predicts the overall level of mathematics achievement they will reach in high school (Siegler &
Pyke, 2013). Thus, 4th-5th grades may be a particularly useful time point to study both EF skills
and mathematics development; this is the age group used in the present study.
Research Questions
In the current study, I sought to identify needs in the math classroom by understanding
the neurodevelopmental effects of adverse childhood experiences (ACEs). I examined ACEs’
effect on executive functioning (EF) and how this relates to mathematical performance in the
classroom.
EF in children is dependent on skills which reflect structural neural circuits involving
regions in the prefrontal cortex (PFC). The EF skills assessed in this study were inhibitory
control, cognitive flexibility, and working memory, which are all cool EF skills (Zelazo, 2020). I
expect that ACEs will be predictive of the three individual skills associated with cool EF, as well
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as the composite EF score. Adversity is thought to cause the repeated activation of the stress
response system, creating an allostatic load which impedes the development of integrated
functioning of the brain (McEwen, 2013). Over time, this causes structural differences in the
brain which are related to the development of EF skills (Beers & De Bellis, 2002; De Bellis &
Zisk, 2014). I thus expect that the relationship of ACEs to cool EF skills will be representative of
the neurobiological effects of cumulative adversity on the development of integrated cognitive
functioning, and this will be associated with poorer performance in the math classroom.

1.

Does exposure to ACEs predict individual differences in students’ EF skills?
I hypothesize that students who have been exposed to more ACEs will demonstrate lower
composite or individual EF skills.

2.

Do individual differences in composite or individual EF skills predict math outcomes?
I expect to replicate previous research which indicates that students that demonstrate
higher EF skills earn better grades in their mathematics classes (Clark et al., 2010; Poon,
2018).

3.

Does exposure to ACEs predict math outcomes?
I hypothesize that students who have been exposed to more ACEs earn lower grades in
their mathematics classes. If this relationship is demonstrated I will conduct mediation
analyses to determine if EF mediates this relationship.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY
Participants
Participants in the study were 4th and 5th grade students (N=50, 4th graders=18) recruited
from two elementary schools in the mid-Atlantic region of the United States. The demographic
breakdowns of the total student population in each school are as follows: School 1 (57% White,
4% Black, 4% Hispanic, 30% Asian, 4% two or more races, 1% other; 9% from low-income
families) and School 2 (46% White, 21% Black, 17% Hispanic, 9% Asian, 7% two or more
races; 37% from low-income families). One school sent an email invitation to the parents of all
eligible students, followed by a paper flyer that was sent home with the students, reminding
parents to look for the email invitation. The other school posted the invitation in the online
classroom center and also sent home a paper flyer directing them to check the online classroom
for the link to the study. Interested parents could click on a hyperlink in the email or online
classroom to access the online consent form and then provide demographic information for their
student. Students were given a $10 Amazon gift card for their participation.
Of the 50 respondents, seven responses were excluded from the study sample: one
because it was a duplicate, one because the child did not attend one of the participating schools,
and five because either the parent or student did not complete all of their measures despite
multiple requests to do so. The demographic breakdown for the final sample (N = 43) can be
found in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1 Sociodemographic characteristics of final sample

N
Grade
4th grade
5th grade
Race
African American or Black
Hispanic
Biracial
Asian
White
Maternal Education
Less than High School Diploma
High School Diploma
Some College Courses
College Degree
Master's Degree or Higher
Note. N=43

%

15
28

34.88%
65.12%

2
2
3
5
31

4.65%
4.65%
6.98%
11.63%
72.09%

1
3
1
27
11

2.33%
6.98%
2.33%
62.79%
25.58%

Measures
Adverse Childhood Events (ACEs)
Exposure to Adverse Childhood Events (ACEs) was measured using the Pediatric ACEs
and Related Life Events Screener (PEARLS; Thakur et al., 2020), which asks the respondent to
consider ten categories of adversity relevant to abuse, neglect, and household challenges. This
screener uses the same 10 categories as were included on the seminal Adverse Childhood Event
Questionnaire; item clarity, content inclusion, and English/Spanish language equivalency was
previously established via cognitive interviews with caregivers, primary care providers and their
staff (Koita et al., 2018). The list of categories was presented to the parent via a Qualtrics survey,
and the parent was asked to indicate the total number of categories to which their child has been
exposed by selecting a radio button that corresponded to that number; the minimum aggregate
score is 0 and the maximum score is 10. In the present study, ACEs scores ranged from 0 to 4.
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Executive Functioning (EF)
Three behavioral measures were used to assess students’ EF skills. All of the measures
were administered online via a Qualtrics survey which had an embedded link to the Psytoolkit
website (Stoet, 2010, 2017). Psytoolkit is a software product used for programming
psychological experiments; for this study it was used to administer the EF performance tasks. To
ensure uniformity of testing parameters, all participants were asked to use a computer, rather
than a phone or tablet, to complete all three tasks.
Inhibitory Control
Inhibitory Control was measured using a computerized Stroop task (Stroop, 1935) from
the Psytoolkit library (Stoet, 2010; 2017). In this task, a series of color words are presented on
the computer screen, one at a time; each color word is presented in one of four colors of fonts.
The task included both compatible (color word matches the color it is printed in; e.g., the word
“Green” displayed in a green font) and incompatible (color word is a different color than the
color it is printed in; e.g., the word “Green” displayed in a green font; see Figure 3.1 for
examples). For each word, participants are asked to indicate the color of the font (not the color
word) by pressing a letter on the keyboard which corresponds with the first letter of the font
color. This measured the participant’s ability to inhibit the interfering information; the key press
response has been demonstrated as a valid method for measuring interference (MacLeod, 1991).
The task included 60 trials presented with a 4-color set of stimuli.
Data output produced by the software included, for each of a participant’s trials, the
number of milliseconds it took for the participant to respond (response time), and whether that
response was accurate. The software program terminated the trial after 2000 ms and a new
stimulus was presented. Using RStudio statistical computing software (R Core Team, 2020) one
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Stroop performance score was created based on combining percent correct during the
incompatible trials plus a reverse coded mean reaction time for incompatible trials; a higher
score indicated that the student experienced less interference due to the incompatible words and
therefore had better inhibitory control. In the present study, time-based scores ranged from mean
difference of -347.1 to 118.4 milliseconds and error-based scores ranged from -24% difference
to 59% difference. Eight responses were eliminated because the response was less than 200 ms.
Test-retest (r = .67) and internal consistency reliability (Cronbach’s α = .77) for this task have
been previously established (Emek-Savas et al., 2020).

Figure 3.1 Stroop Task Examples. Note: The image on the left is an incompatible example because
the word and font color do not match. The image on the right is a compatible example because the
word and font color match.
Cognitive Flexibility
Cognitive flexibility was measured using a computerized task-switching exercise (e.g.,
Kalenkoski &Foster, 2016; Miyake et al., 2000) from the Psytoolkit software library for
programming psychological experiments (Stoet, 2010; 2017). In this task-switching exercise,
participants were cued to a single task on shape (Figure 3.3) or one on number of dots (Figure
3.4) and then the two tasks are mixed. Participants are shown the instruction screen (see Figure
3.2 and 3.3) before each measure begins. When a participant responded using the incorrect
instruction set, the screen reappeared to cue them to use the correct instruction (see figure 3.4).
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Figure 3.2 Task Switching Instruction Screen for Shape Task

Figure 3.3 Task Switching Instruction Screen for Filling Task
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Figure 3.4 Task Switching Cues
Participants were given 10 training trials of each individual task and 20 trials of mixed
tasks. These were followed by 49 cued single tasks of each type and finally 96 mixed trials also
indicated as such. When an incorrect answer was given the participant was given a 3 second
timeout and a reminder of the current task rules. Data output for each participant included a score
for accuracy and a response time in milliseconds for each trial. In trials which exceeded 4000
milliseconds students were cued that their response was “too slow”. Trials which reached this
maximum were not included in the analysis. Scores were examined to determined that
participants scored better than chance to screen out participants who guessed rather than
attempted to complete the task according to the instructions. R statistical analysis software (R
Core Team, 2020) was used to perform a binomial test of the error rates in each condition; all
participants scored better than chance (Kalenkoski & Foster, 2016). RStudio statistical
computing software (R Core Team, 2020) was used to compute perseverative errors determine
cognitive flexibility. A perseverative error is a trial following a correct response in which the
participant must switch instructions. If the participant continues to use the previous instruction
set rather than switching to the correct instruction set for the next item in the measurement it is
counted as a perseverative error. A percentage of perseverative error score was calculated based
on the number of trials this type of error could have occurred (perseverative errors/number of
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total switch trials following a correct repeat trial response). The response time score for cognitive
flexibility was calculated using mixed trials only (96 trials were given during the mixed
instruction set. The number of switch and repeat trials varied per participant with min switch
trials n=40 and max switch trials n= 59.) by subtracting the mean response time taken to
correctly respond on trials with switching instructions from the mean response time to correctly
respond on repeat instruction a mean difference reaction time was calculated. Reaction time was
used as a control in the perseverative error analysis. In the present study, error scores ranged
from 0%-38.5% perseverative errors and the cognitive flexibility mean repeat instruction
RTscore ranged from 698.84-1502.17 milliseconds, mean switch instruction RT score ranged
from 907.80-2068.83 milliseconds and the mean difference scores (repeat instruction RT-switch
instruction RT) ranged from from -973.42 to 60.21 milliseconds. This time difference score is
based on the interference view of task switching costs and represents the individual’s time spent
overcoming interference from activation of a previous task set and activation of a new task set
(Allport et al., 1995; Vandierendonck et al., 2010) therefore perseverative error isolates just the
ability to switch tasks.
Working Memory
Visual spatial working memory was measured using the Corsi block-tapping task, which
is extensively used in clinical and experimental settings (Berch et al., 1998). The test has been
demonstrated to be an accurate measure of spatial memory span while noting that experimental
manipulations of task characteristics may impact the results; for instance, using a longer tapping
rate while presenting the display sequence allows for increased rehearsal during the presentation
(Fischer, 2001). A computerized version of the task was taken from Psytoolkit software
experiment library for programming psychological experiments (Stoet, 2010; 2017). In each trial,
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the computer program displays a block configuration by highlighting a sequence of select blocks,
one per second, within a grid (See Figure 3.2 for a sample completed configuration), during
which time the participant’s mouse functionality is disabled. After the displayed block
configuration was complete, an auditory cue was given (“Go”), and the participant then used the
mouse to replicate the block pattern by selecting a sequence of blocks to highlight within an
empty grid. A check mark appeared on each block they selected with the mouse. The participant
clicked “done” when they felt they had completed the pattern. The program gave feedback after
each sequence with a yellow smiling face or a red frowning face. The length of the sequences
increased each trial; in the first trial there was 1 block highlighted, and in each subsequent trial
the number of highlighted blocks in the sequence increased by 1. If the participant missed a trial,
they are given a second chance at that sequence length. The task ended after two incorrect
responses on a given sequence length. The participant’s span was scored by the longest sequence
repeated correctly; data output from the software provided the span for each participant. In the
present study, spans ranged from 0 to 9, with higher scores reflecting greater working memory.
Reliability for the Corsi Block Tapping Task has previously been established (.75; de Paula et
al., 2016).

Figure 3.5 Sample completed block configuration from the computerized Corsi Block-Tapping
Task Note: This image shows an example of one of the block configurations which the computer
program displays.
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Composite EF
In addition to the individual scores for each component of EF, a composite score was
computed. All 3 scores were first be centered around the sample mean, with z-scores for each
measure computed for each participant and the perseverative error score was reversed coded.
Due to very low correlations between the three EF scores a EF composite score was not used in
the final analysis.
Math Performance
Math grades on a scale of 0-100% were provided by school administration for each
participant at the end of the 2020-2021 school year; scores ranged from 73% to 93%.
Procedure
Parents and students were recruited via an email invitation or classroom software
invitation from their school as well as through a paper flyer sent home from school reminding
them to access the email or school classroom software. The invitation included a hyperlink;
interested parents could click on this link to access a Qualtrics survey. After parents clicked the
link, the Qualtrics survey first provided an online consent form for parents to read and then
indicate whether they agreed to allow their child to participate; it also included a box for parents
to provide their signature. If a parent indicated that they consented to have their child
participate, Qualtrics next presented a brief demographic questionnaire for parents to indicate
their child’s race/ethnicity, and the highest education level of the child’s mother. After the parent
completed all items in the demographic questionnaire, Qualtrics then presented the ACEs
measure. After the parent completed their portion, the end of the survey then included
instructions for the parent to have their child complete the remainder of the study; a new
hyperlink was also provided to take the child to their portion of the study. The instructions
explained the length of time required for the student portion (15-20 min) and requested that the
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parents “stay near-by” in case the child needed help. The child portion had a brief welcome
screen which included a sound check for the computer speakers because the Corsi task has an
audible “go”. The next screen asked that the child supply their name and an email where the gift
card should be sent. There was a completion bar and a large red click to start button before the
first of the three EF tasks (Inhibitory Control) was administered on the computer screen. When
the child completed that task, the next EF task (Cognitive Flexibility) instructions were
presented. All instructions required a button press to indicate that the student read the
instructions and was prepared to continue. The last task presented was (Working Memory). The
tasks were presented in the same order for every participant. After participation was complete,
an Amazon gift card was sent to the parent/guardian via the email address they provided.
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS
Data Analysis Plan
Descriptive Statistics and correlations among all variables were first computed (see Table 4.1). A
series of hierarchical linear models (HLM) were initially used to examine the research questions,
with student variables at level 1 and the school code as a level 2 variable; classroom could not be
used as level 2 since 5 of the 13 classrooms only had a single student participant. This analysis
had singularity issues in the results of the HLM models, suggesting the outcomes were not valid.
It was thus necessary to use linear regression models instead, with a dummy code for school
included as a fixed effect to control for nesting. Maternal education and grade level were added
to the models as covariates and reaction time difference was controlled for in the cognitive
flexibility task; the results from these linear models are presented here. Prior to analysis all
variables were converted to z scores for comparison purposes. If results indicate support for all
three pathways in the hypothesized model, mediation analyses will be conducted to determine if
EF mediates any observed relationship between ACEs and math outcomes (MacKinnon et al.,
2007).
Results
Table 4.1 Descriptive Statistics and Correlations for Study Variables
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As shown in Table 4.1, no correlations reached significance. All correlational
relationships were trending in the expected direction. The relationship between inhibitory
control and math and also ACEs and cognitive flexibility errors were moderately significant.
Due to the low correlation between the three EF components an EF composite score was not
used in the analysis.
Research Question 1: Does exposure to ACEs predict individual differences in students’ EF
skills? (Figure 4.1)

Figure 4.1 Hypothesized Model of ACEs Effect on Math Outcomes: ACEs to EF Pathway
R statistical analysis software (R Core Team, 2020) was used to create a linear model
using ACEs to predict individual EF components; school code, was entered as a fixed effect in
each model. Maternal education and grade level were examined as covariates.
ACEs and Inhibitory Control
Table 4.2 Regression Models of ACEs predicting inhibitory control
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As shown in Table 4.2, ACEs scores did not significantly predict inhibitory control
scores or response times.
ACEs and Cognitive Flexibility
Table 4.3 Regression Models of ACEs predicting Cognitive Flexibility Errors

As shown in Table 4.3, there was a non-significant trend indicating that students with
higher ACEs scores tended to have higher cognitive flexibility error scores. After controlling for
response time to isolate switching ability from interference ACEs significantly predicted
perseverative errors. This outcome suggests that an increase in ACEs is related to higher
perseverative errors on the cognitive flexibility task (i.e., worse cognitive flexibility).
ACEs and Working Memory
Table 4.4 Regression Models of ACEs predicting Working Memory

As shown in Table 4.4, ACEs scores did not significantly predict working memory scores.
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Research Question 2: Do individual differences in composite or individual EF skills predict math
outcomes? (Figure 4.2)

Figure 4.2 Hypothesized Model of ACEs Effect on Math Outcomes: EF to Math Pathway

R Statistical Analysis Software was used to perform a series of linear regression models
using each component score of EF to predict math scores; school code was included as a fixed
effect in each model and maternal education and grade level were examined as covariates.
Inhibitory Control and Math Outcomes
Table 4.5 Regression Models of Inhibitory Control Scores Predicting Math Scores

As shown in Table 4.5, Inhibitory control scores significantly predicted math
performance scores with school code as a significant fixed effect. The model which explained
the most variance included inhibitory control, school code and maternal education as significant
predictors. Higher inhibitory control indicates higher math performance outcomes.
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Cognitive Flexibility and Math Outcomes
Table 4.6 Regression Model of Cognitive Flexibility Scores Predicting Math Scores

As shown in Table 4.6, cognitive flexibility scores did not significantly predict math
performance scores although a non-significant trend was found suggesting higher perseverative
errors predicted lower math scores. However, this effect was non-significant when the model
included RT. There was a significant trend indicating that student math scores differed based on
which school they attended and level of maternal education.
Working Memory and Math Outcomes

Table 4.7. Regression Models of Working Memory Scores Predicting Math Scores
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As shown in Table 4.7, working memory scores did not significantly predict math performance
for the year. However, there was a significant trend indicating that student math scores differed
based on which school they attended and level of maternal education.
Research Question 3: Does exposure to ACEs predict math outcomes?

Figure 4.3 Hypothesized Model of ACEs Effect on Math Outcomes: ACEs to Math Pathway
Math performance scores were analyzed using a linear model of ACEs predicting Math
scores, with school code entered as a fixed effect. As shown in Table 4.8, ACEs scores did not
predict math scores.
Table 4.8 Regression Models of ACEs Scores Predicting Math Scores
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION
Summary of Results
Results from the present study suggest that exposure to ACEs is related to EF functioning
and is a predictor of cognitive flexibility in school-based populations. In this sample there was a
nonsignificant trend towards a correlational relationship between ACEs and cognitive flexibility
(.25, p=.10) as well as inhibitory control and math (.28, p=.07). The linear analysis revealed that,
after controlling for nesting and response time, ACEs significantly predicted cognitive flexibility
errors (p=.02); higher ACEs predicting higher cognitive flexibility errors (worse cognitive
flexibility). Inhibitory control was a significant predictor of math ability; higher inhibitory
control was related to higher math ability. Finally, linear models did not find ACEs to be a
significant predictor of year end math grades.
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ACEs Relationship to Individual Differences in EF skills
The present study adds to the literature by isolating a relationship between ACEs
and cognitive flexibility errors. The results of this study are surprising; previous studies
examining the relationship between EF and ACEs have found a relationship between inhibitory
control and working memory but not cognitive flexibility (Kirke-Smith et al., 2014; Treat et al.,
2019). In the following discussion I explore why this outcome was found within this schoolbased sample population and the impact it may have on future research in the classroom.
One possible explanation that the connection between ACEs and inhibitory control and
working memory was not seen in this population is due to the use of a single task for each
component in the measurement of working memory and inhibitory control. Studies which have
described the link between ACEs and EF have often used batteries of tests (Beers & De Bellis,
2002; DePrince et al., 2009; Gervasio et al., 2020), teacher reports (Carrera et al., 2019) or
sometimes both (Pears et al., 2010). However, doing so would present a challenge to studying EF
in the school setting. Research designs which include long tests batteries which provide multiple
measures of EF performance are likely to make it difficult to obtain consent from parents or
approval from the school administration. Further, parent and teacher reports for the same
children are only minimally correlated to each other or to behavioral measures of EF (Pino
Muñoz & Arán Filippetti, 2019), suggesting that observation reports and behavioral outcomes
may not be measuring the same construct. Examining children with ACEs who are receiving the
same educational experience is a strength of the current study however, future research designs
need to consider valid and reliable ways to measure EF in multiple ways in the context of the
classroom.
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Specific differences in the current study design may explain the relationship identified
between ACEs and cognitive flexibility. First, the present study population was a school-based
population. Previous studies have recruited from clinical populations (ie. Kirke-Smith et. al.,
2014) who also meet the criteria for emotional behavioral disorders (EBD) or other psychiatric
diagnosis compared to control samples. Kirke-smith and colleagues found that while inhibitory
control and working memory skills were significantly related to ACEs in their clinical sample,
some measures were no longer significantly different for children with ACEs after controlling
for EBD. In the current study the sample included 4th and 5th graders with and without ACEs,
receiving the same educational experience in a typical school environment. Very little research
has been done with children who have experienced ACEs and are functioning at an acceptable
level within a typical school environment. Because the identified population is not triggering
identification for additional educational resources or behavior support the expectation of
outcomes would be a more nuanced effect than children who have already been identified for
needing support in another facet. While ACEs was not related to the two simple measures of
inhibitory control and working memory it was significantly related to the complex measure of
task switching which involves the integration of inhibitory control skills, working memory and
switching. This finding is supported by a wealth of neurodevelopmental and fMRI studies on
ACEs which suggest that ACEs disrupt the development and hierarchical organization of the
PFC in particular (Beers & De Bellis, 2002; Michael De Bellis et al., 2011; Kolb et al., 2017;
Morey et al., 2016; Park et al., 2018; Qin et al., 2009; Zelazo, 2020). The organization of the
prefrontal cortex is hypothesized to be key in the organization and representation of task sets
(Badre & D’Esposito, 2007; Kane & Engle, 2002; Woolgar et al., 2015). The outcome of this
study would support the hypothesis that due to developmental differences in the PFC, ACEs
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predicts individual differences in students’ EF skills in a typical school setting albeit in more
complex functioning. Therefore, this population of students may be erroneously viewed as
resilient because they are not failing school or demonstrating a behavior disorder, but they are
negatively affected by ACEs. True resilience for at-risk children includes assessing multiple
domains of functioning over time and for the academic realm, researchers specify resilience as
above average functioning in school (McGloin & Widom, 2001). Understandably ACEs
researchers have used lower thresholds such as failure to meet grade level standards to identify
needs of children who have experienced ACEs (Blodgett & Lanigan, 2018). The temporal aspect
of resiliency is key to seeing the danger in ignoring students with ACEs who are having subtle
difficulty with EF such as lower cognitive flexibility. It is possible that over time students who
have experienced ACEs but function enough to be ignored could be tracked in lower level
classes which can have long term effects on their educational choices (Kanno & Kangas, 2014).
As discussed in the sections below this low-level impact over time may be affecting math
outcomes for these students which could have exponential educational effects.
EF Relationship to Individual Differences in Math skills
In this study inhibitory control skills were significantly related to yearly math grades
(p=.04). Cognitive flexibility errors and working memory trended toward a relationship with
math but school code and maternal education were much stronger predictors than EF in the
models.
Previous work suggests that inhibitory control is related to math in early development
and then becomes more differentiated from working memory as students develop (R. Bull &
Scerif, 2001) while the relationship between cognitive flexibility and math is less clear (Rebecca
Bull & Lee, 2014). Other studies have examine inhibitory control, working memory and math
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achievement measures (Gilmore et al., 2013) while this study found a connection between
inhibitory control and year end math grades. This outcome measure was used intentionally to
explore potential small academic trajectory differences related to EF skills which may lead to
larger long term overall differences. This less precise outcome measure may explain why
working memory was not related to math in this sample. The relationship between working
memory and mathematics has been strongly supported in academic and cognitive research
(Fuchs et al., 2016; Holmes et al., 2008; Lee, 2018; Lee et al., 2004, 2012; Li & Geary, 2013) but
was not found in this sample. Results of the current study suggests that some students’ year end
math grades may be affected by lower inhibitory control skills which could have longer term
effect on their math academic choices. Further research is needed to explore this possibility.
ACEs Relationship to Individual Differences in Math skills
Unlike previous findings suggesting that ACE exposure is related to academic success (Bethell et
al., 2017; Blodgett & Lanigan, 2018) or more specifically math performance (De Bellis et al.,
2013), no such relationship was found in the present study. It may be difficult to recognize a
subtle effect of ACEs in this typically functioning school-based population through a broad
measure such as year-end grades; perhaps a direct measure mathematical performance should be
used in future research. However, one of the goals of this researcher is to identify practical
indicators which might be used by teachers to identify students for support without creating
added burden for teachers or using high stakes testing which do not reflect the temporal quality
of slow decline in math achievement. Prior efforts to investigate any relationship between ACEs
and academic outcomes in classroom populations are extremely scarce so future research should
focus on comparing math classroom grades to actual math computation to assess how much
grades reflect math knowledge in this population. Future research might follow the math
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academic trajectory of students with ACEs to determine if they are tracked into less rigorous
math classrooms.
One previous study conducted in a school setting did find a connection between ACEs
and meeting grade-level standards in math (Blodgett & Lanigan, 2018). What might explain
these differential findings compared to the present study? One possibility beyond the comparison
of grade-level standards and variation of year end grades is that the demographic makeup of the
sample in the current study was significantly different from that in previous studies.
Socioeconomic status is widely known to be associated with individual differences in
neurocognitive skills; one study found that SES explained 30% of the variance in language
ability (Noble et al., 2007). It thus seems prudent to determine, in particular, if the
socioeconomic status of the current sample was significantly higher or lower than that of
previous samples in which the hypothesized relationships were found. In the present study,
socioeconomic status was measured via proxy based on the parent’s report of the highest
education level achieved by the child’s mother; in this sample, over 88% of the students’ mothers
were reported to have completed a college education, suggesting those children were from
middle- to high-income families and only approximately 12% of participants were from lowincome families. This is compared to the sample from Blodgett & Lanigan in which 55% of the
students met the criteria for participating in the free and reduced-cost meal program (another
common proxy for low-SES; Blodgett & Lanigan, 2018). This suggests that the present sample
is likely biased toward students from higher-SES families. This is problematic because prior
research suggests that coming from a higher SES family may buffer effects of any ACEs
children had experienced and thus reduce the negative outcomes that may result. SES is even
known to be associated with differences in brain structures, including the hippocampal and
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amygdala regions (Noble et al., 2012). This sample bias may also be problematic given that
maternal education is itself associated with greater cognitive abilities in children (e.g., Sirin,
2005; Harding, 2015). Further complicating matters, SES has been found to be a stronger
predictor of academic achievement for white students than for minoritized students (Sirin, 2005),
and 72% of the students in the current study were described by their parents as White. In the
current sample, only 28% were minoritized students; this is a significantly lower proportion
compared to other studies in the literature (e.g., 46% minoritized students in Noll et al., 2010;
55% minoritized students in Crozier & Barth, 2005). It thus seems highly likely that, for a
number of reasons, demographic differences in the present sample compared with previous
studies may explain why exposure to ACEs predicted academic outcomes in other studies but not
the present study.
Why was the sample for the present study so skewed? The schools which were used for
recruitment were themselves diverse (School 1 reports 45% minoritized student enrollment and
10% economically disadvantaged: School 2 reports 54% minoritized student enrollment and 37%
economically disadvantaged). However, the sample of students from those schools who actually
participated was far less diverse. It is thus important to consider why the recruitment strategies
used in the current study may have resulted in a biased sample. Previous work has identified
common barriers to recruiting subgroups which have been deemed hard to reach or hard to
engage (Rice et al., 2019). These barriers include difficulty obtaining contact information for
parents and parental burden (Rice et al., 2019). In the current study, obtaining contact
information was a particular difficulty in one of the two schools. The administration did not
collect parent email addresses but used online classroom software to post information about
homework and upcoming classroom/school events such as parent teacher night. This format for
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communication would require parents to have a very proactive approach in obtaining information
about schoolwork and this research project specifically. Therefore, parents who have a higher
time to work ratio likely had more opportunities to actively seek out information about their
child’s schoolwork to provide support and enroll in an optional research study. Hence the
recruitment strategy favored the parents with higher SES who were more likely able to get the
information about the study and take the time to participate. It follows that these parents would
also have more time to help students navigate the online format which occurred throughout the
2020-2021 school year and therefore potentially helping their student achieve higher academic
gains. According to a recent qualitative study on COVID-19 mothers who used site-based child
care, reported that two-thirds of the White mothers felt comfortable sending their kids back to
site-based care compared to one-third of Black mothers (Radey et al., 2021). It is possible that
the lack of minoritized student enrollment in this sample is because White mothers may have had
more outside childcare help than Black mothers. This decreased childcare burden may have
allowed more White mothers to enroll their children in the study.
In sum there are many reasons why the recruitment methods and circumstances of the
present study may have caused barriers to participation for students from lower-income families
or those from minoritized racial backgrounds. Of concern is the fact that within this higher
resourced sample the effects of ACEs on cognitive functioning are identified as well as this
pathway to lower mathematical performance through lower visuospatial memory. It is likely that
students with less access to resources similarly function enough not to be singled out for support
but are suffering long term consequences to their academic choices. Suggestions for
circumventing these barriers are discussed in the section below on implications for future
research.
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to provide support and enroll in an optional research study. Hence the recruitment strategy
favored the parents with higher SES who were more likely able to get the information about the
study and take the time to participate. It follows that these parents would also have more time to
help students navigate the online format which occurred throughout the 2020-2021 school year
and therefore potentially helping their student achieve higher academic gains. According to a
recent qualitative study on COVID-19 mothers who used site-based child care, reported that twothirds of the White mothers felt comfortable sending their kids back to site-based care compared
to one-third of Black mothers (Radey et al., 2021). It is possible that the lack of minoritized
student enrollment in this sample is because White mothers may have had more outside childcare
help than Black mothers. This decreased childcare burden may have allowed more White
mothers to enroll their children in the study.
In sum there are many reasons why the recruitment methods and circumstances of the
present study may have caused barriers to participation for students from lower-income families
or those from minoritized racial backgrounds. Suggestions for circumventing these barriers are
discussed in the section below on implications for future research.
Other Limitations
There are some other clear limitations in the present study. The most obvious is the
nature of the sample. An a priori power analysis suggested that a sample size of 50 would be
large enough to detect the hypothesized large effects; but as the schools sent out invitations to all
eligible students (approximately 350) I hoped to recruit a sample that was much larger than the
necessary minimum. Unfortunately, the COVID-19 pandemic greatly impacted recruitment
efforts, as original plans to communicate to parents directly about the study opportunity at in
person school events were thwarted; health precautions led to such events either not being held,
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or having attendance limited strictly to school personnel. The difficult and quickly changing
circumstances of the COVID-19 pandemic caused a further challenge in that even if schools had
been amenable to making a second attempt at data collection in the following academic year,
those data would not have been comparable to the initial set, and likely could not have been
collapsed together to increase the sample size. Because of all of these factors, only the necessary
minimum number of participants were recruited. It is important to note, however, that though it
would have been nice to have a larger sample, a relationship was still identified in this sample
with the particular skew towards children from higher-income families.
Another limitation was the lack of monitoring while students completed the EF tasks.
Due to the necessity of collecting data remotely, it was impossible to ensure that all participants
completed the tasks in similar environments, free from distraction. Because the EF tasks had to
be completed on a computer (not on a phone or tablet) with an external mouse, connected to the
internet, we can assume, at a minimum, that the study environment for all students was
stationary. That is, they would likely not be participating while they are in a car or on a bus, nor
would they be answering questions while walking around their house. In addition, RT limits
were used as a control to ensure that the child responded to the task immediately rather than
pausing to talk with someone or attend to another task. However, even with that constraint, it is
likely that the environments varied significantly. Future research examining EF should focus on
multiple measures of working memory. In addition, all of the children who were eligible for
participation spent many hours on computers for schooling purposes and may have developed
difficulties with attention related to a computer-based environment.
One further limitation was that only one measure of each component of executive
functioning was used in the present study. Multiple measurements of each skill would allow for
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calculation of latent ability and may have increased the amount of observed variance in the
present study ( Bull & Lee, 2014). As described previously, it was critical in this study to find an
optimal balance between the amount of data that could be collected, and the length of time
students needed to spend in order to participate. Despite limiting to only one measure per
component, participants still complained about how long it took to complete the three EF tasks.
Though using parent or child rating scales of the EF components would certainly have reduced
participation time, behavioral tests have been shown to be better indicators of academic
performance (Soto et al., 2020), which was the main focus of the present study. Nonetheless,
previous studies that have established a relationship between EF skills and ACEs (e.g., De Bellis
et al.,2009) have included long test batteries which included multiple measures of each construct.
Future research may need to maximize usage of valid tests which require short participation time
or implement multiple sessions for data collection to avoid participant fatigue.
Implications for Future Research
Future research should focus on surmounting barriers to research participation for
children with minoritized status and mothers with low education. This population is particularly
likely to have been exposed to multiple ACE categories (Hunt et al., 2017) and therefore
assumably the students most likely to be affected. Understanding needs and concerns of under
resourced families may help increase participation. Though schools are perhaps the most obvious
venue for assessing impact on academic outcomes for non-clinical population of school aged
children, other possible avenues for connecting with parents might include creating or partnering
with after school programs. It is possible that parents would be more likely to participate in
research with community-based programs rather than those based in schools. Other avenues of
recruitment might include food pantries or social service organizations. Data collection sites
could be through tutoring centers or libraries which already have an established quiet
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environment with computer access. All of these options may also separate research work from
mistrust or frustration that parents may already feel associated with the child’s school.
Collecting information on exposure to ACEs in an aggregate score has the potential to
allow parents to indicate that their child may have particular challenges and gain access to
services within the school system while maintaining family privacy. Another potential avenue
for identifying students who have neurodevelopmental differences due to ACEs is heart rate
variability (HRV). HRV may be used as an index to measure an individual’s self-regulated
emotional response—an integration of autonomic, attentional, and affective systems (Smith et
al., 2017). This attentional regulation and affective processing mirrors the cool and hot EF
descriptions in cognitive and academic research, with cool EF skills related to effortful control of
attention and hot EF associated with emotional processing (Brock et al., 2009). Since the
proposal of the Neurovisceral Integration model, a strong body of research has accumulated
demonstrating that HRV provides an index of the top-down control of brain functioning often
measured by EF skills (Thayer et al., 2012; Williams, 2010). Previous work by this author found
that HRV is associated with ACEs and math performance in college students (deVries & Booth,
in preparation); future work examining HRV in elementary students may provide another
indicator of students whose neurological and cognitive development has been affected by ACEs.
The ramifications of the COVID-19 pandemic are still unclear. Research based on semi
structured telephone interviews has demonstrated that parents with lower household income were
more likely to choose to keep their children home rather than send them to school (Radey et al.,
2021). Two-thirds of the Black mothers interviewed feared COVID-19 threatened safe school
attendance compared to one-third of White mothers (Radey et al., 2021). Due to the worldwide
pandemic, there is likely to be a widening of the gap between school performance outcomes for
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those with exposure to ACEs and those without. Research which further targets this hard-toreach population is thus crucial to developing appropriate intervention strategies for those
affected by ACEs.
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#library
library(pwr)
library(tidyverse)
library(psych)
library(broom)
excluded_id <- c(
'e988d101-baa1-414f-a2b5-ad6a32be47aa',
'a4c54d2c-63ff-45e6-97d1-6b99f06d90b5',
'2e8da381-2e6c-4c93-9d73-23ea6a99e0d6',
'4ba4c7b0-7940-40cf-9f1f-c041dcd33da7',
'a8feed58-c4a9-4aa0-8a42-95c35df6705c',
'271b2b32-a4f5-406e-aa5e-51dbd8392fa2',
'7ee3e34a-d5bb-46ce-b535-1579e2a3e735',
'792d55c3-9df2-4727-b2a2-3a49ddf40308'
)
x2z <- function(x,
mu = mean(x, na.rm = T),
sigma = sd(x, na.rm = T)) {
(x - mu) / sigma
}

#Power analysis U=predictors v=participants, f2=effect size
#medium effect size
pwr.f2.test(u = 3, v = , f2 = .15 , sig.level = .05 , power = 0.95)
#=115 participants
pwr.f2.test(u = 3, v = , f2 = .15 , sig.level = .01 , power = 0.95)
#=153 participants
#large effect size
pwr.f2.test(u = 3, v = , f2 = .35 , sig.level = .05 , power = 0.95)
#=50 participants
#small effect size
pwr.f2.test(u = 3, v = , f2 = .02 , sig.level = .05 , power = 0.95)
#=858 participants

#data merger ##concantenate stroop task results
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all_files_stroop <- paste0("ef_stroop/", dir("ef_stroop/"))
column_names_stroop <- c("block_name","written_color","font_color", "compatib
le1","tablerow_number","response","correct1", "response_time")
# Function to get data-Out dated dplyr code
#get_data_stroop <- function(one_file) {
# read_delim(one_file, col_names = column_names_stroop, delim = " ") %>%
#
mutate(participant = str_remove(one_file, "ef_stroop/"))
#}
get_data_stroop <- function(one_file) {
read_file(one_file) %>%
str_replace_all("^ *|(?<= ) | *$", "") %>%
read_delim(delim = " ", col_names = column_names_stroop) %>%
mutate(participant = str_remove(one_file, "ef_stroop/"))
}
# Get data
d_stroop <- map_df(all_files_stroop, get_data_stroop) %>%
mutate(id = str_sub(participant, 29, -5)) %>%
filter(!(id %in% excluded_id))
# Verify that there are 60 rows per participant
d_stroop %>%
group_by(id) %>%
summarise(n = n()) %>%
select(n) %>%
unique()
# Get data
#d_stroop <- map_df(all_files_stroop, get_data_stroop) %>%
# mutate(across(.fns = str_trim))
# strip down to id number only to use to left join by participant in line **

d_percent <- d_stroop %>%
group_by(id) %>%
filter(compatible1 == 1) %>%
mutate(num_compatible_trial = sum(compatible1)) %>%
select(id, num_compatible_trial) %>%
distinct()

#remove response times less than 200ms?
d_stroop %>%
ggplot(aes(response_time)) +
geom_density()
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concantenate Corsi tasks
all_files_corsi <- paste0("ef_corsi/", dir("ef_corsi/"))
column_names_corsi <- c("highest_span_so_far", "items_in_current_trial", "cur
rent_trail_correct1", "table_row_arrangement")
# Function to get data
get_data_corsi <- function(one_file) {
read_delim(one_file, col_names = column_names_corsi, delim = " ",
col_types = cols(
highest_span_so_far = col_double(),
items_in_current_trial = col_double(),
current_trail_correct1 = col_character(),
table_row_arrangement = col_double()
)
) %>%
mutate(participant = str_remove(one_file, "ef_corsi/"))
}
# Get data
d_corsi <- map_df(all_files_corsi,get_data_corsi)
# down to just id number for left join in line **
d_corsi <d_corsi %>%
mutate(id = str_sub(participant, 33, -5)) %>%
filter(!(id %in% excluded_id))

concantenate task switch
# Note: The pattern = "*.txt$" argument means that only file names
# end in ".txt" will be selected.
# Thus, the file "data.csv" will not be selected.
all_files_taskswitch <- paste0("ef_task_switch/",
dir("ef_task_switch/"))
#, pattern = "*.txt$"))
column_names_taskswitch <- c(
"blockname",
"tablerow_number",
"fill_shape",
"congruentency",
"button_req_b_n",
"correct1_slow3",
"response_time",
"pureblock1_mixing2",
"repeat1_switch2"
)
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# Function to get data
get_data_taskswitch <- function(one_file) {
read_file(one_file) %>%
str_replace_all("^ *|(?<= ) | *$", "") %>%
read_delim(
delim = " ",
col_names = column_names_taskswitch,
col_types = cols(
blockname = col_character(),
tablerow_number = col_double(),
fill_shape = col_character(),
congruentency = col_character(),
button_req_b_n = col_character(),
correct1_slow3 = col_character(),
response_time = col_double(),
pureblock1_mixing2 = col_double(),
repeat1_switch2 = col_double()
)
) %>%
mutate(participant = str_remove(one_file, "ef_task_switch/"))
}
# Get data
d_task_switch <map_df(all_files_taskswitch, get_data_taskswitch)
#%>%
# mutate(across(.fns = str_trim))
#Kjell not working trying to strip down to just id number for left join in li
ne **
d_task_switch <d_task_switch %>%
mutate(id = str_sub(participant, 37, -5)) %>%
filter(!(id %in% excluded_id))

#EF Scoring ##Corsi
require(dplyr)
corsi_score <- d_corsi %>%
group_by(id) %>%
summarise(corsi_highest_span = max(highest_span_so_far, na.rm = TRUE))

##Stroop ###Stroop percentage error
#total errors
d_percent <- d_stroop %>%
group_by(id) %>%
filter(compatible1 == 1) %>%
mutate(num_compatible_trial = sum(compatible1)) %>%
select(id,num_compatible_trial) %>%
distinct()
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stroop_compatible_errors <- d_stroop %>%
mutate(correct1 = factor(
correct1,
levels = c(1, 2, 3),
labels = c("correct",
"incorrect",
"timed_out")
)) %>%
mutate(compatible1 = factor(
compatible1,
levels = c(0, 1),
labels = c("incompatible",
"compatible"))) %>%
filter(correct1 == "correct") %>%
group_by(id, compatible1, correct1) %>%
summarise(n = n()) %>%
ungroup() %>%
unite('congruent_error_type', compatible1:correct1, remove = FALSE) %>%
dplyr::select(-c(correct1, compatible1)) %>%
group_by(id) %>%
pivot_wider(
names_from = congruent_error_type,
values_from = c(n)) %>%
ungroup()
# High scores are good
stroop_percent_error <- full_join(stroop_compatible_errors, d_percent, by =
'id') %>%
mutate(total_trial = 60) %>%
mutate(compatible_percent_correct = compatible_correct/num_compatible_tria
l,
incompatible_percent_correct = incompatible_correct/(total_trial num_compatible_trial)) %>%
mutate(stroop_error_percent_diff = incompatible_percent_correct - compatib
le_percent_correct) %>%
filter(!(id %in% excluded_id))
# Check distribution to make sure it look right: It does!
stroop_percent_error %>%
ggplot(aes(stroop_error_percent_diff)) +
geom_density(fill = "gray", alpha = 0.8, color = NA) +
geom_point(data = . %>% summarise(stroop_error_percent_diff = mean(stroop_e
rror_percent_diff, rm.na = T)), y = 0) + geom_rug()

###Stroop RT
#software has a 2000 ms time limit and then too slow is registered as accurac
y
# High scores are good
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d_stroopRT <- d_stroop %>%
filter(response_time > 200, correct1 == 1) %>%
# filter(response_time < 2380.46) %>%
group_by(id, compatible1) %>%
summarise(mean_response_time = mean(response_time, rm.na = T), .groups = "d
rop") %>%
ungroup() %>%
pivot_wider(names_from = compatible1,
values_from = mean_response_time) %>%
rename(compatibleRT = '1', incompatibleRT = '0') %>%
mutate(stroop_RT_mean_diff = compatibleRT - incompatibleRT) %>%
filter(!(id %in% excluded_id)) %>%
full_join(stroop_percent_error, by = 'id') %>%
mutate(stroop_performance_z = x2z(-1 * x2z(incompatibleRT) + x2z(incompatib
le_percent_correct)))
describe(d_stroopRT)
# Mean RT difference distribution
d_stroopRT %>%
ggplot(aes(stroop_RT_mean_diff)) +
geom_density(fill = "gray", alpha = 0.8, color = NA) +
geom_point(data = . %>% summarise(stroop_RT_mean_diff = mean(stroop_RT_mean
_diff, rm.na = T)), y = 0) + geom_rug()
# incompatible_percent_correct and incompatibleRT relationship is significant
ly negative (cor = -.47)
d_stroopRT %>%
ggplot(aes(incompatible_percent_correct , incompatibleRT)) +
geom_point() +
geom_smooth(method = "lm")
d_stroopRT %>%
select(stroop_error_percent_diff , stroop_RT_mean_diff, incompatibleRT , in
compatible_percent_correct) %>%
psych::corr.test()
# stroop z-score distribution
d_stroopRT %>%
ggplot(aes(stroop_performance_z)) +
geom_density(fill = "gray", alpha = 0.8, color = NA) +
geom_point(data = . %>% summarise(stroop_performance_z = mean(stroop_perfor
mance_z, rm.na = T)), y = 0) + geom_rug()

##Task Switch
guessing rather than trying
###corrected repeat/switch column
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Perseverative Error
# Higher is bad!
persev_error_percent <- d_task_switch_corrected %>%
#select only mixed trials
filter(blockname == "switchmixedshapefilling") %>%
filter(repeat_switch == "switch" & lag(correct1_slow3) == "1") %>%
#get number of trials which are switch and have a previous trial which is c
orrect by particpant
group_by(id) %>%
count(correct1_slow3) %>%
ungroup() %>%
pivot_wider(names_from = 'correct1_slow3',
values_from = 'n',
values_fill = 0) %>%
rename(correct = "1",
incorrect = "2",
too_slow = "3") %>%
mutate(persev_error_percent = (incorrect / (correct + incorrect)))

###Task Switch RT
# Higher is good!
task_switch_rt_means_by_part_mix <d_task_switch_corrected %>%
filter(correct1_slow3 == 1) %>%
select(-blockname,-tablerow_number) %>%
#total rt by (repeat or switch)
group_by(id,
repeat_switch) %>%
summarise(rt = mean(response_time, rm.na = T)) %>%
ungroup() %>%
pivot_wider(names_prefix = "trial",
names_from = repeat_switch,
values_from = rt) %>%
mutate(task_switch_rt_mean_diff = trialrepeat - trialswitch)
describe(task_switch_rt_means_by_part_mix)

##Data Merge
grade_level <- read_csv("student by grade.csv") %>%
filter(!(id %in% excluded_id))

aces_demographic <- read_csv("qualtric combined data 6-16-21.csv") %>%
dplyr::select(participant, math_teacher_num, aces_total,school_attend_final
_tri, school_attend_beg_year, mother_ed, school_code,math_tri_1,math_tri_2,ma
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th_tri_3,math_year, reading_tri_1, reading_tri_3, reading_year, race) %>%
mutate(id = str_sub(participant, 3, -5)) %>%
dplyr::select(-participant) %>%
filter(!(id %in% excluded_id)) %>%
mutate(mother_ed = factor(mother_ed, levels = c("Less than high school dipl
oma",
"High school diploma",
"Some college courses",
"College degree",
"Master's degree or higher"
)))
aces_demographic$mother_ed<-as.numeric(aces_demographic$mother_ed)

#d_ef<- full_join(corsi_score,stroop_interference, by="id")
d <- corsi_score %>%
full_join(d_stroopRT, by = "id") %>%
full_join(persev_error_percent, by = "id") %>%
full_join(task_switch_rt_means_by_part_mix, by = "id") %>%
full_join(aces_demographic, by = "id") %>%
full_join(grade_level, by = "id") %>%
filter(!(id %in% excluded_id)) %>%
mutate(corsi_highest_span_z = x2z(corsi_highest_span),
persev_error_percent_z = x2z(persev_error_percent),
task_switch_rt_mean_diff_z = x2z(task_switch_rt_mean_diff)) %>%
relocate(stroop_performance_z,.after = task_switch_rt_mean_diff_z) %>%
mutate(cog_flex_comp = x2z(-1 * persev_error_percent_z + task_switch_rt_mea
n_diff_z)) %>%
mutate(ef_comp = x2z(stroop_performance_z + cog_flex_comp + corsi_highest_s
pan_z)) %>%
mutate(aces_total_z=x2z(aces_total))

d %>%
select(stroop_performance_z,cog_flex_comp,corsi_highest_span_z) %>%
cor(use = "pairwise")
d %>%
ggplot(aes(cog_flex_comp, corsi_highest_span_z)) +
geom_point() +
geom_smooth(method = "lm")
readr::write_csv(d, "datamerge.csv")

#SHORT CUT
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d <- read_csv(file = "datamerge.csv")

##EF Composite Score
library(lme4)
library(broom.mixed)
library(car)
library(psych)
library(lmerTest)

Correlation/Descript
library(corrplot)
means_table <- describe(d)
means_table
d_not_z<-d %>%
dplyr::select(corsi_highest_span,persev_error_percent,task_switch_rt_mean_d
iff,incompatibleRT,incompatible_percent_correct,ef_comp, aces_total,math_year
)
describe(d_not_z)
d_corr<-d %>%
select(stroop_performance_z, corsi_highest_span_z, persev_error_percent_z,
task_switch_rt_mean_diff_z, math_year, aces_total_z)

d_not_z %>%
cor(use = "pairwise") %>%
WJSmisc::cor_heat()
d_not_z %>%
cor(use = "pairwise") %>%
WJSmisc::cor_heat(margins = .6, reorder_vars = F)

library(dplyr)
library(corrplot)

library(Hmisc)
cor_p <- rcorr(as.matrix(d_corr))
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cor_p
#take list cor_p and put in correlation matrix using someone's custom functio
n found here http://www.sthda.com/english/wiki/correlation-matrix-a-quick-sta
rt-guide-to-analyze-format-and-visualize-a-correlation-matrix-using-r-softwar
e#correlation-matrix-with-significance-levels-p-value
flattenCorrMatrix <- function(cormat, pmat) {
ut <- upper.tri(cormat)
data.frame(
row = rownames(cormat)[row(cormat)[ut]],
column = rownames(cormat)[col(cormat)[ut]],
cor =(cormat)[ut],
p = pmat[ut]
)
}

cor_p <-flattenCorrMatrix(cor_p$r,cor_p$P)

write.csv(cor_p, file="correlation_correct 4-9-22.csv")

cor.test(d$aces_total,d$math_year,method = "spearman")
#correlation of ACEs and Math year 45 obs
cor.test(aces_demographic$math_tri_2,aces_demographic$aces_total)
rcorr(aces_demographic$math_tri_2,aces_demographic$aces_total)
cor.test(d$math_tri_2,d$aces_total)
rcorr(d$math_tri_2,d$aces_total)
#ask Joel-why does ef_comp score mean look so strange? pulled into excel to l
ook at mean and not matching one R is giving me

#LM ##ACES predicting EF
library(lme4)
library(broom.mixed)
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library(car)
library(psych)
library(lmerTest)
library(performance)
#aces does not significantly predict stroop
inhibit_error_ace <-lm(stroop_performance_z ~ aces_total_z + school_code, dat
a = d)

summary(inhibit_error_ace)
#control for maternal edu- this model explains less variance
inhibit_error_ace_1 <-lm(stroop_performance_z ~ aces_total_z + mother_ed, dat
a=d)
summary(inhibit_error_ace_1)
#control for grade level-this model explains less variance
inhibit_error_ace_2 <-lm(stroop_performance_z ~ aces_total_z + grade_level, d
ata=d)
summary(inhibit_error_ace_2)
#Corsi#ACES does not predict working memory here
span_ace <- lm(d$corsi_highest_span_z ~ aces_total_z + mother_ed, data = d)
summary(span_ace)
#add maternal ed-this model explains less variance
span_ace_2 <- update(span_ace, .~. + mother_ed)
summary(span_ace_2)
#add grade level-this model is explains more variance but still not significa
nt
span_ace_3 <- update(span_ace, .~. + grade_level)
summary(span_ace_3)
#Cog flex ACEs (p=.05)
cog_flex_error_ace <- lm(persev_error_percent_z ~ aces_total_z + task_switch_
rt_mean_diff + school_code + grade_level + mother_ed, data = d)
summary(cog_flex_error_ace)
#add grade level-this model explains more variance but isn't significantly di
ff in anova? ACEs (p=.04)
cog_flex_error_ace_1 <- update(cog_flex_error_ace,.~. + grade_level)
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summary(cog_flex_error_ace_1)
anova(cog_flex_error_ace,cog_flex_error_ace_1)

#adding maternal education-explains less variance-not significantly diff
cog_flex_error_ace_2 <- update(cog_flex_error_ace1,.~.+ mother_ed, data = d)
summary(cog_flex_error_ace_2)
anova(cog_flex_error_ace_1,cog_flex_error_ace_2)
#control for reaction time explains more variance ACES (p=.03)
cog_flex_error_ace_3 <- update(cog_flex_error_ace1,.~.+ task_switch_rt_mean_d
iff_z)
summary(cog_flex_error_ace_3)
anova(cog_flex_error_ace_1,cog_flex_error_ace_3)
##aces significantly predicts perseverative errors when you control for react
ion time, grade level and school code

#should I skip presenting EF comp because components do not correlate? (ACEs
p=.06)
common_ef_ACEs <-lm(ef_comp ~aces_total +

school_code , data = d)

summary(common_ef_ACEs)
#explains less variance
common_ef_ACEs <-update(common_ef_ACEs,.~.+grade_level)
summary(common_ef_ACEs)
#maternal education-explains more variance (ACEs p=.03)
common_ef_ACEs_1 <-update(common_ef_ACEs,.~.+mother_ed)
summary(common_ef_ACEs_1)

##EF predicting Math
#ef_comp significantly predicts math (.04)
math_ef <-lm(math_year ~ ef_comp + school_code, data = d)
summary(math_ef)
#school code moderately significant so adding maternal education to see if it
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stays significant or if school code is really about SES-both significant mode
ls are significantly diff R2 33%
math_ef_1 <-update(math_ef,.~. + mother_ed)
summary(math_ef_1)
anova(math_ef,math_ef_1)
#add grade level-does not explain more variance
math_ef_2 <-update(math_ef_1,.~. + grade_level)
summary(math_ef_2)

###IC predict math
#stroop performance predicts math .05
math_ef_stroop <-lm(math_year ~ stroop_performance_z + school_code + mother_e
d, data = d)
summary(math_ef_stroop)
#add grade level-model explains less variance grade level not significant
math_ef_stroop_error_1<-update(math_ef_stroop_error,.~. + grade_level)
summary(math_ef_stroop_error_1)
#add maternal ed--significantly diff according to anova-explains twice the va
riance-maternal ed significant- stroop moderately significant .06
math_ef_stroop_error_2<-update(math_ef_stroop_error,.~. + mother_ed)
summary(math_ef_stroop_error_2)
anova(math_ef_stroop_error,math_ef_2)

###Cog Flex and Math
#school code significant not persev error
math_ef_cog_flex_error <-lm(math_year ~ persev_error_percent_z + school_code
+ task_switch_rt_mean_diff_z, data = d)
summary(math_ef_cog_flex_error)
#add maternal ed--model is significantly diff from first-school code and mate
rnal ed (master's or higher significant predictors) persev error moderate pre
dictor .09
math_ef_cog_flex_error_1<-update(math_ef_cog_flex_error, .~. +mother_ed)
summary(math_ef_cog_flex_error_1)
#control for reaction time - model is not significantly diff from first one-
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why does RT matter when ACEs predict cog errors but not matter when cog error
s predicts math?
math_ef_cog_flex_error_2 <-update(math_ef_cog_flex_error_1,.~. + task_switch_
rt_mean_diff_z)
summary(math_ef_cog_flex_error_2)
anova(math_ef_cog_flex_error_1, math_ef_cog_flex_error_2)
#add grade level-not significant and model not signif diff
math_ef_cog_flex_error_3 <-update(math_ef_cog_flex_error_1,.~. + grade_level)
summary(math_ef_cog_flex_error_3)
anova(math_ef_cog_flex_error_1, math_ef_cog_flex_error_3)

###working memory
math_ef_wm_span <-lm(math_year ~ corsi_highest_span_z + school_code + grade_l
evel + mother_ed, data = d)
summary(math_ef_wm_span)
#add grade level-not significant-model not better
math_ef_wm_span_1<-update(math_ef_wm_span, .~. +grade_level)
summary(math_ef_wm_span_1)
anova(math_ef_wm_span,math_ef_wm_span_1)
#maternal education added-model is significantly diff now Wm p=.04, school co
de p=.003, master's ed .06

math_ef_wm_span_2<-update(math_ef_wm_span, .~. + as.numeric(mother_ed))
summary(math_ef_wm_span_2)
anova(math_ef_wm_span,math_ef_wm_span_2)

##ACEs&Math
#ACEs does not predict year end math grades even when controlling for school,
grade-level and maternal ed
math_ace <-lm(math_year~ aces_total + mother_ed, data = d)
summary(math_ace)
#grade level-not significantly diff
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math_ace_1 <-update(math_ace, .~. + grade_level)
summary(math_ace_1)
anova(math_ace,math_ace_1)
#maternal ed-not significantly diff
math_ace_2 <-update(math_ace, .~. + mother_ed)
summary(math_ace_2)
anova(math_ace,math_ace_2)
hist(d$stroop_performance_z)
hist(d$persev_error_percent_z)

